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ABSTRACT
This study examines the women living in French colonial Louisiana between 1699
and 1763. Special attention is given to three groups of women and their role in the
development of the colony, including their activities and contributions.
Chapter I analyzes the evidence related to Indian women and their impact on the
social and economic development of the colony in its earliest years. Indian women were
key contributors to teaching the foreigners survival on the frontier. However, as the
colonists became more enmeshed socially and economically, government leaders sought
ways to keep the two races separate, largely through the introduction of small groups of
young, marriageable French girls.
Chapter II examines the social conditions surrounding the introduction of African
slave women to Louisiana and the attempts of colonial leaders to regulate interactions
with African women. This section also investigates the economic contributions of : African women to the developm entofLouisiana’s economy.
- Chapter III investigates the effects that large groups of imported women had on
the colony’s growth. Groups of lower- and middle-class women were brought to the
colony in order to establish French-influenced settlements in the Mississippi River
Valley. This section explores how women participated in the legal system and economy
and their impact on the society and culture of French Louisiana.
The results of this study suggest that the administrative mismanagement of the
colony hindered its development. Indian and African women worked to assist the
colonists7but economic and s'ociaKHaos in the colony could not be overcome. Even as
French women were sent to the colony, the disorder in Louisiana made the establishment
of a French society there difficult.

THE NEED FOR “THAT CERTAIN ARTICLE OF FURNITURE”:
W OM EN’S EXPERIENCES IN FRENCH COLONIAL LOUISIANA

INTRODUCTION

“There are here . . . young soldiers who are in a position to undertake farms. They
need wives. I know this is the only way to hold them,” wrote Jean-Baptiste Diron
d ’Artaguette, a French official sent to Louisiana to investigate the social and economic
condition of the colony.^'Helihderstobd the importance of women to the establishment
of households and therefore of a permanent colony in French Louisiana. Without wives,
Louisiana soldiers could not maintain households or manage farms. In French society
women’s role as helpmates changed very little in the seventeenth and eighteenth
centuries. Women were believed to be weaker than men in all things and were supposed
to be submissive to males, especially fathers and husbands.2 Women were to be moral,
religious, and passive.3 Wives were expected to bear many children in order to continue
the dominance of the Catholic Church in France and the French military in Europe.4 One
philosopher of the period wrote that housewifery was “the most useful and honorable
science and occupation of a wife.”5 For the development of Louisiana, most importantly,

1 D ’Artaguette to Pontchartrain, February 12, 1710, M ississippi P rovincial Archives, 1701-1729: The
French Dominion, ed. Dunbar Rowland and A. G. Sanders, 3 vols. (Jackson: Mississippi Department of
Archives and History, 1927-1929), 2: 53. (Hereafter cited as MPA.)
1 Wendy Gibson, Women in Seventeenth-Century France (N ew York: St. Martin’s Press, 1989), 41.
3 Ibid., 21.
4 Ibid., 7 0 -7 1 .
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French wives were supposed to possess strong domestic skills. A wife was required to
establish a home and community in French society, whether she lived in France or in... .
Louisiana.
From the beginning of French colonization in Louisiana, women were a primary
concern to the colonists and their leaders. The presence or, more critically, lack of
suitable women was a common theme in correspondence between colonial administrators
in France and Louisiana. French official policy refrained from sending French women to
colonial settlements because women did not contribute to mercantile efforts. These same
'officials'failed to recognize the key role that women, as helpmates, played in the
establishment of colonial strongholds. The scarcity of European women in Louisiana
made the chore of colony-building nearly impossible for the men. Without French
women to perpetuate society and culture and to establish and maintain households, the
male colonists turned to other groups of women for necessities.
At first the men relied Heavily on Indian women to teach them to live in the
Mississippi Delta. As a result, single men abandoned their posts and farms to live with
native women, who could provide them with food, clothing, shelter, and companionship.
This dependence troubled many French government and religious leaders, who viewed
this support as detrimental to the productivity of Louisiana. To overcome their reliance
upon the Indians, French men gradually replace native women with African slave women.
Officials laid down codes of behavior between the white men and African women in
hopes of avoiding previous social and moral scandals created by cohabitation and
marriage with Indian women. African women were especially desirable as slaves because

5 Ibid,, 97.
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they were accustomed to the hot, humid climate and worked well as house and plantation
hands. However, native and African women could not instill European society and . .
culture in Louisiana. French women were needed to increase the population and to bring
stability to the colony. After twenty years of desperation, colonial leaders recognized this
need and were able to convince France of its unfortunate condition. French officials
planned to send marriageable European girls and peasant families to establish a stable
French agrarian society in Louisiana. However, most of the schemes involving European
girls failed. By 1722 the French government could not find enough suitable women to
move to the colony and thus female prison inmates, orphans, and mental patients were
frequently selected to be sent to North America for Louisiana bachelors.
The diversity of wom en’s experiences in the colony affected the development of
early settlements in Louisiana. Colonial women came from various native and African
tribes, as well as from different European countries. In addition, social class, religion,
marital and sexual practicesTHIvisfohs of labor, and gender roles differed for each group
of women. As these different women were brought into the French settlements, their
presence influenced the social climate, the legal system, and the economy of Louisiana.
Despite these variations, women in the colony lived in a French frontier society inw hich
the men dominated the social hierarchy, government, religion, and economy. Women's
adjustments to this culture defined their involvement in colonial Louisiana life. But ==•■
initially women were not always included in French colonization efforts. Women were
regarded as of little value to a colonial settlement because they contributed almost no
commodities for the mother country. As a result, colony organizers only reluctantly

■
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invested in female colonists, a practice that began with the settling of North America.6
Intense competition for colonies in the New World defined seventeenth-century,
French colonialism. Faced with the imperial rivalry of the Spanish, Dutch, and English
for the New World, France's King Francis I instituted an unprecedented policy in the
sixteenth century that allowed France to enter the race for colonies. This new approach to
colonization established partnerships between the Catholic Church and the state. With
this new plan, only government administrators and Catholic missionaries were sent to
Canada, or New France. Leaders in France saw no need to send large numbers of male or
female settlers or to invest capitaHn the French Canadian or later Louisiana settlements.7
The goal of this policy, known as “Frenchification,” was to ally the native population
with the mother country through missionary activities. Following this strategy, French
colonial settlements consisted of a small assembly of garrisoned soldiers, missionary
priests, and fur traders, surrounded by large native populations.
“ The‘king agreed to establish a"fort and smaller installations on the Mississippi
River as a deterrent to English westward expansion across North America.8 The king
gathered men and provisions in Brest in 1698 and appointed Canadian Pierre Le Moyne
d ’lberville to lead the expedition. However, Iberville was eager to create more than a
military presence in Louisiana: he wanted to establish a permanent colony in Louisiana.

6 Mathe Allain, “N ot Worth A S tra w ”: French Colonial P olicy and the E arly Years o f Louisiana (Lafayette:
University o f Southwestern Louisiana, 1988), 21.
1 Ibid., 1 -3 .
8 John C. Rule, “Jerome Phelypeaux, Comte de Pontchartrain, and the Establishment o f Louisiana, 1 6 9 6 1715,” in Frenchmen and French Ways in the M ississippi Valley, ed. John Francis McDermott (Urbana:
University o f Illinois Press, 1969), 190-94; Marcel Giraud,v4 H istory o f French Louisiana, vol. 1, The
Reign o f Louis XIV, 1 6 98-1715, trans. Joseph C. Lambert (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press,
1974), 2 3 -2 4 .
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At first, the king agreed to finance only the garrison, not a settlement. The king stated
that if he established a civilian colony in Louisiana, the settlement was to be self- =
sufficient, prospering from the land and not draining France’s treasury.9 This royal
position allowed the possibility of future settlements. Iberville used the opportunity to
further his personal ambitions for the Louisiana colony.
With inadequate men and supplies, Iberville and his brother, Jean-Baptiste Le
Moyne de Bienville, set out for Louisiana and arrived there in 1699 to carry out their
royal orders and to determine the feasibility of a larger colony. Iberville found a suitable
place to build Fort Maurepas and explored the hinterlands in search of the mouth of the M
Mississippi River.10 He chose a high bluff along the Mobile River for the first French
fort in Louisiana and placed his brother in charge. Fort Maurepas was a stark military
outpost consisting of male officers and soldiers. The garrison totaled 82 men: 14 officers
and sailors, 32 Canadians and “freebooters,” 16 laborers and cabin boys, and 20
soldiers.11 As strangers in an unknown country, Iberville and the other colonial leaders
knew from experience in Canada to seek the support of the larger and more powerful
tribes.12 In order to ensure the welfare and success of the colony, Bienville worked to win

9 “Memoire de la Coste de la Floride et d ’une Partie du Mexique” in Pierre Margry, D eco u verteset
Etablissem ents des Frangaises dans L ’O uest et dans le Sud d ’Am erique Septentrionale (1614-1754).
M em oires et Docum ents Originaux, 5 vols. (Paris: Imprimerie D. Jouaust, 1880), 4: 323-32; “Memoire
pour servir d’instruction au Sieur d’Iberville, captaine de fregate ‘Legere. Versailles, le 23 juillet, 1698,” in
Pierre Margry, D ecouvertes et Etablissem ents, 4: 350-51; “Extraite d ’une lettre du Ministre de la Marine : au chevalier de Callieres, gouverneur de la Nouvelle France,” in Ibid., 4: 585; Giraud, The Reign o f Louis
XIV, 2 3 -2 4 ; Richebourg Gaillard McWilliams, trans. and ed., Iberville’s G u lf Journals (Baton Rouge:
Louisiana State University Press, 1953), 4-5.
10 Margry, D ecouvertes et Etablissements, 4: 74.
11 Charles R. Maduell, Jr., comp., Census Tables for the French Colony o f Louisiana from 169 9 -1 7 3 2
(Baltimore: Genealogical Publishing Company, 1972), 1 -3 .
12 Giraud, The Reign o f Louis XIV, 20; Rule, “Jerome Phelypeaux,” 1 9 2 -9 4 .

over the Indians by offering guns and gunpowder, ironware, and glass beads to the
natives. As tribes promised peace and protection to the French, the Le Moyne brothers
turned their attention to establishing more permanent settlements and to cultivating the
land “so that the colony [would] be able to subsist by itself in difficult times when
assistance from Europe [failed to arrive].”13 Iberville knew he could not depend on the
king's support for colonization.
Undaunted by the government's ambivalence about his plan to populate Louisiana,
Iberville proceeded to establish a permanent colony on the Gulf of Mexico. He ordered
his brother and the other men to explore the land for “the most suitable places to establish
a colony if people wanted to send [settlers] there.”14 Iberville immediately returned to
France to seek additional support. There he was able to gain approval to send non
military settlers to Louisiana. In particular, he sought peasant families with marriageable
girls “for the Canadians . . . who are asking for them.”15 According to Iberville, hard
working, single women were needed to maintain a French presence in Louisiana. While
in France, Iberville convinced four families to come to the colony.16 The identity of these
pioneers is not known because early censuses list only military personnel. Nonetheless,
Iberville's diary reveals that the settlers were housed in the garrison and cleared the land
around the fort at M obile.17 Food and other supplies did not arrive from France and

13 Pontchartrain to Bienville, January 30, 1704, MPA, 3:17.
14 Ib erville’s G ulf Journals, 7 -9 , 89; Rule, “Jerome Phelypeaux,” 19 2 -9 4 .
15 Allain, “N ot Worth a Straw, ” 52.
16 Ib erville’s G ulf Journals, 11; Maduell, Census Tables, 1-7.
17 Ib erville’s G ulf Journals, 71.

progress was slow. The colony suffered further setbacks when Iberville died. After his
death, Louisiana colonists were forced to survive with almost no assistance from France.
This tentative beginning was filled with much struggle and failure. Attempts to
relieve the settlers' distress failed.: France could not afford to support the civilian colony
because a series of expensive European wars had depleted the French treasury. In
Louisiana, discontent over the lack of supplies among some settlers prompted reports of
corruption in Bienville's administration of the colony. The French government sent JeanBaptiste Diron d ’Artaguette to investigate the allegations. As a result of his findings,
Bienville was removed from his post.

i o

Furthermore, as a cost-cutting measure, the king

relinquished administration of the colony to a private company, headed by businessman
Antoine Crozat.
Crozat was given the king's patent to Louisiana in 1712. As a result, new
leadership was sent to Louisiana to salvage the king's investments. Antoine de La Mothe
CadillacT former g o v e m o fo f Illinois country, was selected as the new head of Louisiana
and Artaguette became the commandant-ordonnateur (lieutenant governor). Crozat was
granted a fifteen-year monopoly over mining and land speculation in the colony, in
exchange for sending ten or twelve boys or girls annually to Louisiana.19 The French
businessman was supposed to choose industrious young adults between sixteen and
eighteen years old to increase the population.20 But Crozat financed only one shipload of

18 Rule, “Jerome Phelypeaux,” 196.
19 Giraud, The Reign o f Louis XIV, 249-50.
20 Charles E. O ’Neill, Church and State in French C olonial Louisiana: P olicy and Politics, 1699-1732
(New Haven: Yale University Press, 1966), 88; Mathe Allain, “French Emigration Policies: Louisiana,
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young settlers, who had little effect on the colony's fertility or productivity. Crozat's
company could not provide the large amount of capital needed to succeed in Louisiana---After only five years and almost no return for his outlay, Crozat renounced his monopoly.
Faced with managing the expensive colony, the French government sought out Scottish
economist John Law to operate Louisiana and France's colonies throughout the world.
In 1717 Law reorganized France's trading companies. The Company of the West
merged with the slave-trading Senegal Company to form the international Company of
the Indies.21 Under the auspices of the Company of the Indies, John Law made further
changes in French colonial administration. In addition to the return of Bienville as
Louisiana's governor, the most important development to the colony was the relaxation of
the crown's immigration policy. Previously, King Louis XIV had forbidden forced
immigration. But faced with a shrinking state treasury, the crown changed its policy in
order to get rid of costly prison and hospital inmates. Petty criminals as well as sick and
insane men and women were senfto Louisiana settlements. During the first three years of
Law's monopoly, the population of the colony grew from between 350 and 400 to over
5,000, most of whom were unprepared for life in Louisiana.22 These forced immigrants
could not farm and their presence in Louisiana only added to difficulties for colonial
leaders.

1 6 9 9 -1 7 1 5 ,” in P roceedings o f the Fourth M eeting o f the French C olonial H istorical Society, March 2 9 A pril 1, 1978 (Washington, DC: University Press o f America, 1979), 42.
21 Gwendolyn Midlo Hall, Africans in Colonial Louisiana: The D evelopm ent o f Afro-Creole Culture in the
Eighteenth-Century (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 1992), 34, 58.
22 Allain, ‘N ot Worth a S traw ,’ 68.
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Law's Company of the Indies did not fully understand the social and economic
implications of its immigration policy. By 1731 the Company of the Indies could,not__
afford to assemble cargoes of African slaves or shipments of forced immigrants and
needed supplies. Like Crozat, John Law was forced into bankruptcy in 1731 and the
French crown resumed control of the colony. For the next three decades, Louisiana
continued to struggle to establish a hold on the Mississippi River. The colony remained
poor and largely unproductive for France. In 1763 France lost its colony under the Treaty
of Paris which ended the Seven Years’ War.
This essay examines the "role of Indian, Canadian, European, and African women---in French colonial Louisiana life, as both contributors and hindrances to the development
of the colony. The records of the Superior Council, government correspondence, and
private journals are used to uncover the personal, economic, and legal activities of
Louisiana’s female residents. W om en’s experiences and the expectations of French men
defined their gender role in the colony. While diplomatic and colonial policies brought
women to the colony, economic policy, legal regulation, and cultural beliefs defined
women's activities in Louisiana and their contributions to the colony's developments

CHAPTER ONE
INDIAN WOMEN AND THE ADVENT OF EUROPEAN WOMEN, 1699-1717

Administrative disputes and mismanagement at the beginning of French
colonization undermined the growth and expansion of Louisiana’s settlements. One such
conflict developed over the presence and purpose of religious personnel in the colony. In
order to stay competitive in the race for colonies in North America, the French
government and the Catholic Church formed colonization partnerships. The government
funded expeditions of soldiers and missionaries to establish forts and to Christianize the
Indians. The government and the Church wanted these potential converts to become loyal
French subjects, eliminating the need to send French citizens to populate the colony.1 To
this end, Iberville supported missionary efforts by granting free passage to Catholic
priests to convert the Indians. But the priests and Iberville often disagreed on the
missionary purpose in Louisiana. Iberville viewed the priests as “liaisons” who worked
among the Indians in order to maintain the natives’ allegiance to the French. By contrast,
the missionaries believed that their purpose was to act as evangelists to convert the
Indians to Catholicism for the good of both the Church and the king. As a result, distrust
developed between Louisiana missionaries and colonial administrators.2

1 Mathe Allain, “N ot Worth a S tra w ”: French C olonial Policy and the Early Years o f Louisiana (Lafayette:
Univeristy o f Southwestern Louisiana, 1988), 73; Charles E. O ’Neill, Church and State in French Colonial
Louisiana: Policy and Politics, 1 6 9 9 -1732 (N ew Haven: Yale University Press, 1966), 40; Marcel Giraud,
A H istory o f French Louisiana, vol. 1, The Reign o f Louis XIV, 1698-1715, trans. Joseph C. Lambert
(Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 1974), 27, 53.
2 O ’Neill, Church and State, 39-40.
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In addition to religious conflicts and decisions to not populate the colony with
adequate numbers of French citizens, wars in Europe further hindered the colony’s social
and economic development, creating a dependence on Indian men and women for food
and supplies. Confrontations with Spain and England depleted France’s treasury and
limited the government’s ability to provide adequate supplies to its colony.3 In order to
survive, French soldiers deserted their forts to live among the Indians. The plight of the
men was fostered by three factors: the weak colonial partnership of church and state
which limited the size of the colony, the gender of most of its French colonists, and
insufficient supplies. Without French women in the colony to transfer French ways of
food preparation, clothing production, and household management, French men had to
rely on Indian women for domestic assistance and female companionship as slaves,
concubines, or wives. This dependence on Indians hindered “Frenchification” efforts to
keep the two cultures apart. This separation was a desired policy objective to many
French leaders who did not want colonial settlements economically or militarily
- weakened by the;desertion-of men.-to the Indians. In the end, the intention of the colonial
partnership to “Frenchify” the natives failed as Indians were unwilling to convert and
French men abandoned their French posts to live among the Indians. A colony of
Frenchified and Christianized Indians was never realized. Instead, European men
adopted Indian ways in order to survive.4
Without food, supplies, or marriageable girls “to hold the men” in the settlements,
the thought of French colonists deserting to the Indians alarmed government leaders, who
wanted to keep the two cultures separate. Twelve years after the French arrival at

3 Allain, ‘N ot Worth a Straw , ’ 53-54.
......
4 Allain, “Manon Lescaut et Ses Consoeurs: Women in the Early French Period, 1 7 0 0 -1731,” in
P roceedin gs o f the Fifth M eeting o f the French Colonial Historical Society, M arch 2 9 -A p ril 1, 1979
(W ashington, D. C.: University Press o f America, 1980), 19.
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Louisiana, administrator Artaguette wrote that “of all the remedies [of libertinism] the
most sure is to send women there . . . [to] check the course of concubinage among the
backwoodsmen and the soldiers.”5 To leaders like Artaguette, the promiscuity of the
French settlers and their Indian mistresses was a sure sign that the colony would fall into
moral decay and eventually would threatened the existence of French Louisiana. French
and Louisiana leaders realized that the native women saved the lives of many French men
by feeding and boarding them, but the women also enticed the men from the colony and
their military duties.
To administrators, the loss of men to the Indians was an impediment to
Louisiana’s development.6 Colonial leaders attributed these events on the poor quality of
the soldiers, but more often administrators blamed Indian women for the loss of
Louisiana men to the tribal villages. In 1706 the king ordered Bienville “to bring in all
the Frenchmen who are scattered among the Indians and not to authorize them to live
there as libertines under the pretext that they have wives among them.”7 Two years later,
Bienville recognized the dependence on native women that had developed. He wrote to
the Minister of the Marine Jerome Phelypeaux, Comte de Pontchartrain, that “everybody
represents to me the indispensable need [for Indian women to take] care of their
households and backyards.”8 In a statement that suggests the tempting sexual nature of
the women, colonial leader Artaguette wrote that “the Indian women are easy, the climate
is stimulating, and they [the male settlers] are very young men for the most part Canadian,

5 D ’Aitaguette to Pontchartrain, September 8, 1712, MPA, 2:72. (Note: “D ’Artaguette” is used in the book,
although his full last name was “Diron d’Artaguette.” “Artaguette” is used in the body o f this text because
its usage follow s the format used throughout this text. Ex: Le Moyne d ’Iberville is referred to as Iberville.)
6Ibid., 78.
7 Bienville to Pontchartrain, July 28, 1706, MPA, 2: 26.
8 Bienville to Pontchartrain, October 1 2 ,1 7 0 8 , M PA, 2: 43.
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that is to say very vigorous.”9 The struggle to eliminate Indian slavery and concubinage
continued in 1713 when Cadillac heard complaints from male settlers “that they cannot
dispense with having them to do their washing and cooking.” Disregarding the soldiers’
wishes, Cadillac ordered all unmarried men into the garrison and prohibited the men from
possessing female Indian slaves.10 As late as 1715, French men living on Dauphin Island
had children with their Indian slaves, even though leaders had forbidden men from having
female Indian slaves.11 In the early years, administrators struggled to prevent bonds
between French men and Indian women by attempting to limit relations between the two
groups, but to little avail.-

.

TT

The lack of French financial support plagued the colony, causing numerous
upheavals in the colony. Settlements were forced to disband to live among the Indians,
creating the opportunity for single men to forsake their colonial lives or to take Indian
women as slaves, concubines, or wives. This situation allowed French men to experience
Indian food, shelter, and comfort. Once the men received Indian hospitality, many chose
to remain with their Indian hostesses even after being recalled to the fort.12 Bienville saw
this happen as early as 1701 when he was forced to recall “all the Frenchmen who are
among the Indians and forbid them to live there as libertines simply because they have
wives.”13 Obviously the soldiers preferred to live with the Indians who fed and clothed
them over living in the wretched conditions of the forts, Andre Penicaut, a soldier and
shipbuilder, wrote that he became “quite melancholy” over his departure from the

9 D ’Artaguette to Pontchartrain, September 8, 1712, MPA, 2: 72.
10 Cadillac to Pontchartrain, October 26, 1713, MPA, 2: 1 6 8 -6 9 .
11 Duclos to Pontchartrain, December 25, 1715, M PA, 2:212.
12 Allain, ‘N ot Worth a Straw, ’ 78.
13 Allain, “Manon Lescaut et Ses Consoeurs,” 19.
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Colapissa tribe, with whom he had had a “pleasant stay.” 14 Bienville and other leaders in
France viewed desertions to the Indians as a “major impediment to colonial progress.”15
French leaders had hoped for a settlement of converted Indians and French settlers.
Instead, government and religious leaders feared that the French colony would become a
mixed society of converted French living with Indian women.
Early census records support the administrators’ concerns. In 1704, only five
Indian female slaves, aged 15-20, were counted among 180 single men, 27 families, and
10 children.16 These numbers probably do not reflect the full number of Indian women in
the colony, when compared with the amount of government correspondence on the -

-

subject of native women. The small number of native women in the census may have
been an attempt to conceal these relationships from French politicians. Four years later,
the census counted 120 single men, 28 women, 25 children, and 80 slaves of unknown
gender.17 With fewer men and more Indians in the French settlements, coupled with the
slight increase in the number of white women and children, the government feared
continued native dependence, moral decay, and colonial failure.
Government leaders perceived Indian women, who lured away male settlers, as
threats to the permanence of the French colony. But despite their misgivings, Indian
women contributed a great deal of food and clothing as well as taught the men how to
make use of Louisiana’s resources in order to survive. While Indian women may-have
created the social chaos of cohabitation in the eyes of colonial administrators, the women
also contributed to the success of the colony in sharing their skills with the French. Some

14 Richebourg Gaillard McWilliams, trans. and ed., Fleur de Lys and Calumet: Being the P enicaut
N arrative o f French Adventure in Louisiana (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University, 1953), 115.
15 Allain, ‘N ot Worth a Straw, ’ 78.
16 1704 Census, M PA, 2: 19.
17 1708 Census, M PA, 2: 3 1 -3 2 .
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men recorded their observations of Indian skills. Two of the most descriptive journals
were written by men traveling together: Iberville, who led many early expeditions into the
interior, and Andre Penicaut, a ship's carpenter in Iberville’s party.
French diarists approved of tribes that displayed manners similar to European
ones. Penicaut noted that the Apalaches, a small tribe that lived close to the French
settlement at Mobile, had converted to Catholicism (with the help of Spanish
missionaries in Florida). The men and women displayed many European customs. In
particular, they dressed “decently.” Apalache women wore cloaks and skirts “in the
1& _
French style.” In Penicaut's opinion, “the only thing savage [was] their language.”_ To
the European settlers, the Apalaches exemplified the “civilizing” potential of the natives.
Another tribe, the Illinois, bewildered Penicaut with their “civility.” This upper
Mississippi River tribe farmed with plows, owned horses, and ground their flour with
three different mills, all of which they had gotten or learned from earlier French
Canadians traveling through the area. Penicaut found the women “very skillful in
spinning buffalo hair and using black, yellow, and red dyes.” Illinois women made and
wore high collar dresses, similar to those in Brittany, with petticoats and corsets
beneath.19 As for the Natchez people, who lived on the banks of the Mississippi River,
their “civility” equally astonished Penicaut. The carpenter noted that Natchez women
wore white “linen” dresses made from nettle and mulberry barks that covered them from
the neck to foot. The bark was cleaned, soaked, and beaten in a fashion similar to the
preparation of flax for linen production.20 Penicaut did not find these tribes ugly or
uncivilized and was impressed with the abilities of the women.

18 Ibid., 134-3 5 .
19 Ibid., 1 37-39.
20 Ibid., 85.
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Other Indian admirers lived in native villages. Antoine Simon Le Page du Pratz, a
land owner, settled in 1718 at New Orleans and later moved to Fort Rosalie, an outpost
near the Natchez village.21 Du Pratz observed much about the Natchez that explained
why the French found comfort with the native people. Natchez women were responsible
for feeding and clothing their families and maintaining their lodges. They gathered, grew,
and prepared the food, and wove deep, round baskets in which to carry it to the village.
While Natchez men hunted wild game, the women transported the carcasses to their
lodges. The women butchered the meat and either roasted or boiled the flesh. Some meat
was smoked for preservation.
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To avoid starvation, the French gratefully traded beads,

trinkets, and gunpowder for surplus Indian food.
Du Pratz was impressed with the number of household skills Natchez women
possessed. Ceramic production particularly interested him. He wrote that the women did
the arduous job of digging and mixing the clay before molding long-neck bottles, pots,
pitchers, and plates.23 W om en’s chores also included constantly tending the fire,
maintaining the lodge, and weaving cane mats for beds. In making these mats, the.:
women dyed the cane and wove various patterns. In addition, the women decorated their
clothing with embroidered designs, made with porcupine needles.24 For du Pratz,
Natchez women appeared ingenious in their skills and equaled or surpassed those of
European women.
In addition to demonstrating survival skills to the colonists, the Indians assisted
the economic development of the colony. Louisiana administrators were reluctant to
21 Simon Antoine LePage du Pratz, The H istory o f Louisiana...in Two Volumes (London: T. Becket and P.
A. DeHondt, 1763), 1: 20, 3 4 -3 9 ,
22 Ibid., 2: 226-28, 240.
23 Ibid., 2: 226.
24 Ibid., 2: 166, 2 2 6 -2 8 .
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encourage any commerce with Indian women but the colonists desperately needed goods
Indian women produced, such as food and clothing. Indian tribes and colonists became
partners in a barter system in which European trade goods were exchanged for Indian
services, foodstuffs, and household utensils. Settlers, not leaders, welcomed native
women into the economy as both producers and consumers. Indian women traded corn
and other food for cheap European goods, such as glass beads, thread, alcohol.
Furthermore, native women made baskets and pottery specifically for trade with the
French.25 In exchange, Indian women began to use European thread and needles to make
their clothing and French axes and hoes to work the land.26

_: r

In its early stages, this simple exchange between Indians and settlers became so
significant in the colony that the settlers’ dependence on Indian goods disturbed
government officials. Settlers began to raid the colony's warehouses for goods to barter
with the Indians for food. Leaders worried that colonists would trade French goods for
food rather than cultivate their own crops. In 1716, Commissaire-Ordonnateur MarcAntoine Hubert reported, to French leaders that he despaired that the colonists would ever --grow their own food.27 Because the earliest settlers had become too enmeshed in
personal relationships and reliant on native assistance, colonial leaders feared that the
economic interdependence of the two groups would thwart the development of the
colony.
Catholic priests working in Louisiana had little more success than French officers
in thwarting liaisons between Indian women and French men. Individual Church leaders
contravened the official policy of cooperation with the government. One constant
25 Daniel H. Usner, Jr., Indians, Settlers, and S laves in a Frontier Exchange Economy: The Lower
M ississippi R iver Valley Before 1785 (Chapel Hill: University o f North Carolina Press, 1992), 61.
26 Ibid., 1 7 8 -7 9 .
27 Ibid., 41; Hubert to Navy Council, October 26, 1717, MPA, 2: 232.
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annoyance to Governor Bienville and his supporters was Father Henri La Vente, curate o f
Mobile. La Vente believed that intermarriage aided the success of the crown and colony
because these unions led to the Indians' conversion to Catholicism. Believing that
servitude of the Indian women and cohabitation led to “concubinage” and “libertinism,” a
sin against the sanctity of marriage, La Vente preferred conversion and intermarriage.
But the king disallowed intermarriage in the colony. The curate married some Indian
women and French men and lobbied Minister of Marine Pontchartrain to pass legislation
to prohibit native slavery. 28
La V ente’s actions annoyed Bienville, who protested to Pontchartrain that the
priest “stubbornly [insisted] on marrying a good inhabitant [who was a] carpenter, to a
public Indian woman [a prostitute] after [I] had warned several times that your Lordship
forbade marriages of that sort.” Bienville lamented the loss of a needed skilled artisan to
the Indian villages and slandered the priest by complaining that La Vente disobeyed
Catholic custom by performing marriages without the required banns.

2o

In a response that

must have outraged Bienville, Pontchartrain ordered him to “prevent these disorders from
continuing” but did not revoke the priest's appointment. Pontchartrain relayed to
Bienville the king's reaction to the French-native unions as “shameless dissoluteness . . .
[which] is quite contrary to religion and to the increase of the colony.”

Meanwhile,

Bienville's problems with supplies and desertions continued. Without provisions fro m -----France, the governor was forced to disband the troops again to live with the Indians.
Under these conditions, Bienville had little hope of stopping men who chose to live with
native women or who enslaved them.
28 LaVente to Pontchartrain, March 2, 1708, MPA, 2: 31.
29 Bienville to Pontchartrain, August 12, and September 1, 1709, M PA, 3: 135; Rule, “Jerome Phelypeaux”,
196.
30 Pontchartrain to Bienville, May 10, 1710, MPA, 3: 14 0 -4 1 .
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By 1710 King Louis XIV was aware that several Canadian and French men were
not married to their Indian women and were living “in debauchery” with them. Bienville
was removed from office for several reasons related to his business dealings and his
ineffective prevention of cohabitation between French men and Indian women.

31

His

replacement, Antoine de La Mothe de Cadillac, was ordered to “prevent the libertinism”
between the French and Indians, “as it does not aid the increase of the colony.”
However, Cadillac did not share the views of leaders who opposed intermarriage. He
viewed the marriages as a means to teach the Indian women French ways and religion and
supported La Vente. To the governor, intermarriage was “one step in the process of
evangelization of the Indians...from pagans...[to] children of the Church and consequently
good subjects of the King.”33 Thus the governor allowed La Vente to continue marrying
French men and Indian women and did little more than order an end to these affairs.34
Leaders in France hoped that Cadillac could rectify the numerous administrative
problems in Louisiana, including the constant desertions, Indian concubinage, and failing
conversion efforts.

But Cadillac was much more interested in his own financial gain

and abandoned his post to search for silver mines in the upper Mississippi River Valley.
At the end of his tenure, Cadillac disparaged Louisiana colonists as “a heap of the dregs
of Canada, jailbirds without subordination for religion or for government, addicted to vice
principally with Indian women, whom they prefer to French women.”37 Cadillac believed—
31 O ’Neill, Church and State, 61-63, 82.
32 King Louis XIV to Governor LaMonthe Cadillac, May 13, 1710, MPA, 3: 147; O ’N eill, Church and
State, 82.
33 O ’Neill, Church and State, 8 0 -8 3 .
34 Ibid., 81, 87.
35 Ibid., 77, 79, 81.
36 Bienville to Pontchartrain, December 21, 1712, MPA, 3: 181.
37 Cadillac to Pontchartrain, October 26, 1713, Ibid., 2: 167.
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that Louisiana settlements could not overcome their social problems, so he sought ways
to line his own pockets as consolation.
Artaguette reported to Pontchartrain in 1712 that libertinism had been scarcely
prevented. He cited the faltering Louisiana economy, which relied heavily on the fur
trade, and the dearth of marriageable French women as the reasons why French men
abandoned their settlements for Indian villages. Artaguette felt that without French
women to satisfy their physical and sexual needs, French fur traders would not settle
down permanently. The traders, being ‘'strong and vigorous...[were] wanderers among
the Indian nations and [satisfied] their passions with the daughters of these, Indians;
which retards the growth of this colony.”

38

To prevent fur traders from living with Indian

lovers, Artaguette requested that forty girls be sent from France to marry Louisiana men.
Artaguette wanted the men to settle the lands along the Mississippi River to expand the
colony.39
When Artaguette was unable to prevent the “libertinism,” Pontchartrain replaced
him in 1712 with Jean-Baptiste Du Bois Duclos. The new commandant-ordonnateur .
believed that the unions were of “no utility for the increase of families” because
Frenchmen abandoned their Western ways for Indian customs. Duclos believed that “if
no French came to Louisiana, in time, [the settlement would] become a colony of halfbreeds, who are naturally idlers, libertines . . . and rascals.”40 Yet, like his predecessors,..
Duclos could not stop concubinage. The prohibition on intermixing shifted from an issue
of cultural separation to one of racial prejudice as administrators began to fear the

38 D ’Artaguette to Pontchartrain, May 12, 1712, M PA, 2: 6 8 -6 9 .
39 Ibid., 70.
40 Duclos to Pontchartrain, December 25, 1715, M PA, 2: 2 0 7 -0 8 .
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“adulteration in the whiteness and purity of the blood in the children.”41 By September
1716 the Council of Navy recognized the social problems created by French and Indians
unions and vowed that "marriages of this sort must be prevented as much as possible and
i

girls will be sent from [France] when it will be possible to do so."42 The introduction of
French girls to marry and settle down with French male settlers, became an important
goal for the reorganized colonial administration in 1717.
To find a solution to the potential problem of a colony of French men who
converted to Indian ways, Bienville and other leaders frequently petitioned French
administrators during the first years of French settlement. Colonial politicians ^aughT-:~-iz:;.„-.z:zz
marriageable girls from France to replace the native women as wives and helpmates. In
1703 Minister of the Marine Pontchartrain granted passage on the Pelican to twenty girls.
He touted the quality and character of the girls who “were reared in virtue and piety and .
. . who are accustomed to labor and diligence.” Pontchartain hoped that the girls would
be useful and that Bienville would ensure their marriage to men capable of supporting
them. Bienville and Pontchartrain wanted these twenty girls to marry and settle the

.........

Canadian men “in order that this colony may be firmly established.”43 These French
women were needed to transfer French society and culture so that the French men would
not desert the colony for the Indians.
Leaders in France and Louisiana were optimistic that these girls would replicate
French society in the colony. Many of the girls’ families were members of the French
middle class. Gabrielle Savary's godfather was a merchant. She married in Louisiana and

41 Ibid., 2: 207.
42 Minutes o f the Council o f Navy, September 1, 1716, MPA, 2: 218.
43 Jay Higginbotham, O ld M obile: F ort Louis de Louisiane, 1702-1711 (Mobile: University o f Alabama
Press, 1977), 133. The exact number o f girls has been debated. Up to twenty-three girls may have been on
board.
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became the matriarch of a prosperous Louisiana family. One girl's father was a squire
from Saint-Germain. The entire Burelle family, including Genevieve and her two sisters,
were on the Pelican ; their father was a baker.44 Catherine Moulois, a midwife, and her
husband, Laurent Closquinet, a carpenter and edge-tool maker, also made the voyage in
1704. In addition, midwives Marie Linant and Marie Grissot joined the travelers.45 The
presence of three midwives suggests the hopes the government had for these girls to
increase the population, to establish households, and most importantly, to decrease the
colony ’s dependence on Indian women. The Pelican left port in April 1704 and made a
stop in Havana. Unfortunately for the awaiting Louisiana colonists, the prospective
brides contracted smallpox or yellow fever while docked in the Caribbean and took the
disease to Louisiana.46 The anticipation surrounding these girls to “firmly establish” the
colony faded as disease ravaged the ship’s crew and passengers as well as many
Louisiana settlers.
Nonetheless, at least thirteen Pelican girls survived: the records show that many
marriages were performed in the month following the ship’s arrival. Andre Penicaut
noted that the potential brides “were quite well behaved, and so they had no trouble
finding husbands.”47 Louise-Marguerite Housseau married the Canadian merchantcannoneer, Guillaume Broutin, Marie-Catherine Christophe wed Rene Boyer, the colony's
master gunsmith, and Gabrielle Burelle accepted Jean-Baptiste Saucier. By autumn, only
Marie-Franqoise de Boisrenaud had not accepted any proposals. Instead of marrying, she
chose to teach native women.

Within four years, seven brides from the Pelican had

44 Ibid., 134.
45 Ibid., 139.
Ibid., 171, 176, 178.
47 M cW illiams, Fleur de Lys and Calumet, 97.
48 Higginbotham, O ld M obile, 1 8 2 -8 6 , 2 4 0 -4 1 .
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given birth to at least one child.49 The girls fulfilled their intended purpose to help
establish a permanent colony by slowing desertions of settlers and creating families. As a
result of this first minor success, leaders requested forty more marriageable girls.50
Bienville believed that if the men had families to support, they would work in “mutual
rivalry” to increase social and economic stability in the colony. However, this small
group of girls was not enough to slow the loss of single men to the Indians or to settle the
colony. More girls were needed. But the cost of sending a ship full of potential brides
was nearly equal to the colony’s entire budget for one year.51 At that rate, France could
not afford to send additional ships of marriageable girls. Eight years passed before- •
another ship brought potential wives to Louisiana.
One suggestion in Artaguette’s 1710 report on Louisiana recommended sending
French farming families, especially those with several daughters, sisters, or nieces.
Families were not sent, but in 1712 Cadillac escorted twelve girls to Louisiana for the
bachelors in hopes that their charms might slow desertions. The young women were
allegedly “debauched” by the ship's crew during the voyage and the girls' reputations were
ruined. Upon hearing of the girls' fate, Louisiana men deemed the new arrivals
unacceptable as potential wives because they were “very ugly and badly made.”53 As a
result of the debacle on board the Baron de la Fauche , Cadillac suggested to the French

49 Ibid., 3 0 2 -4 , 364.
50 Mandeville Memoir on Louisiana, April 29, 1709, MPA, 2: 49; D ’Artaguette to
Pontchartrain, February 12, 1710, Ibid., 2: 53; D ’Artaguette to Pontchartrain, June 20, 1710, Ibid., 2: 57.
51 Jay Higginbotham, “Preparations for the Voyage o f the Pelican to Louisiana, 1703-1704,” Alabama
H istorical Q uarterly 37 (Fall 1975): 167.
52 D ’Artaguette to Pontchartrain, June 20, 1710, MPA, 2: 57.
53 Allain, ‘N ot Worth a Straw ,’ 85; Cadillac to Pontchartrain, October 26, 1713, MPA, 2: 185.
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minister that “it would be more advisable to send boys or rather sailors because [the
colony] could make good use of them.”54
Unlike the Pelican girls, the Baron de la Fauche girls did not succeed in bringing
stability to Louisiana. They did not fulfill their obligations to marry and procreate. The
records reveal that no offspring came from the only two marriages that resulted.
Furthermore, the girls further drained the colony's treasury by requiring government
subsistence; after one died, nine lived off rations the Company of the Indies provided.
This additional expense, added to that of the eighty-seven settlers who were already
receiving aid from the Company, caused further economic difficulty for the colony.55
These girls received assistance because they remained unmarried and had no means of
support. The problems of the Baron de la Fauche girls sparked Artaguette to complain
that the French crown needed to send out “hard-working peasants and girls who know
how to do something useful.”56 If French women could not perform their expected roles
as wives, mothers, and conveyors of society, they were not useful to the progress of the
colony. The colonial administrators wanted only industrious female settlers from France
who could ease the m en’s desires for companionship and subsistence with Indian women.

In the first thirty years of French settlement in Louisiana, the presence of native
women living among Frenchmen created a great deal of tension between officials in
France, administrators in Louisiana, and male settlers. French bureaucrats wanted
Louisiana to be self-sufficient, requiring little financial and economic support from the
k ing's treasury. But ill-equipped male settlers could not make the colony viable without

54 Cadillac to Pontchartrain, October 26, 1713, MPA, 2: 185.
55 Ibid., 201.
56 D ’Artaguette to Pontchartrain, May 12, 1712, MPA, 2: 6 1 -6 2 .
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adequate support from France. Desperate for necessities of life, soldiers in Louisiana
forts either deserted their posts or disbanded to live off the generosity of the Indians,
particularly women. Native women and their effect on the development of a Louisiana
colony became the focus of much of the early correspondence between officials in France
and Louisiana. The necessity of a female presence, preferably French women, became
evident to leaders only after the colony was established.
Indian women were attractive to the Europeans because of their domestic skills at
creating food, clothing, and shelter from the Louisiana environment. Furthermore, many
native women provided physical comfort to the men through sexual relations. These
interactions were not the relationships the French state desired when it spoke of religious
conversion and “Frenchification.” In Louisiana, interactions with the Indians led to
French men abandoning their colony to live with Indian women. This result was the exact
opposite purpose of the policy. In addition to the failure of “Frenchification,” men left
their posts to live in sin with uncivilized Indian women. To government leaders, the
keeping of a concubine, wife, or slave symbolized moral decay, laziness, and potential:
failure of the colony.
Early in the colony’s history, Indian wives and slaves were tolerated in the
settlements, acting as substitutes for French women. Not until two small shiploads of
marriageable girls came to Louisiana were native women replaced as partners of some
French men. The arrival of more French women pushed more native women into
positions of slaves or servants. Census records further revealed the displacement of
Indian women from wives or mistresses to slaves. In 1708, the first census to count
native servants, eighty Indians were owned throughout the colony. By 1721, 161 Indian
slaves of both sexes were working in New Orleans and Mobile homes. The presence of
single white women in the colony may have eased the concern that Indian women
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disrupted the development of the colony.57 With a larger white female population, the
more formal and detached relationship of master and slave between whites and Indians
evolved in Louisiana.
Despite the demographic change in the Louisiana population, a female Indian
presence continued in the colony. A priest living in the colony wrote a correspondent at
home in 1726 that the number of men who ‘'maintain young Indian women . . . to satisfy
their intemperance is less,” but acknowledged that the situation continued.58 By 1729, the
governor and his lieutenant promised the directors of Company of the Indies that they
“shall do with great pleasure everything in our power to prevent alliances of Frenchmen
with Indian women.”59 Relations with Indian women persisted in the colony and had a
significant impact on the development of Louisiana.
Indian women contributed much to the survival of the colony. Personal, sexual,
and marital alliances brought comfort to the French. Indian women also exchanged wares
with the French, providing colonists with necessary goods unavailable from France . In
doing these things, Indian women were perceived as a threat to the existence of the
French settlement. For that reason, many efforts were made to bring marriageable French
girls to the colony and to introduce a large labor force from Africa into the colony. The
opening of the African slave trade to Louisiana in 1719 brought almost 6,000 Africans to
the Gulf Coast. African women influenced much of the colony building during the
1720s, just as native women assisted the survival of the French colony in its early years.

57 Usner, Indians, Settlers, and Slaves, 42.
58 Raphael to Raguet, May 19, 1726, M PA , 2: 521.
59 Perier and de La Chaise to the Directors, May 25, 1729, M PA, 2: 636.

CHAPTER TWO
THE AFRICAN PRESENCE, 1719-1763

The work of colony-building overwhelmed the French settlers in Louisiana. The
men were not farmers or craftsmen; they were soldiers, who struggled to establish a
foothold in the Mississippi River Valley. In addition, France was financially unable to
provide the necessary tools of settlement or suitable colonists. Attempts to grow crops
did not yield sufficient food. In order to prosper, the colony needed diligent, skilled
agricultural workers. Because the French soldiers were unwilling and unprepared to clear
and cultivate the land, the settlers demanded black slaves to turn the forests into
productive soil.1 African women were part of the slave cargo brought to Louisiana__
Their knowledge of agriculture and tolerance of hard work in the fields made them
invaluable to the colonists. Whites could not or would not work the land, especially
during the deadly hot season.

So as the Indian population decreased and too-few___

agricultural workers came from France, the need for African men and women became

1 Bienville to Pontchartrain, September 13, 1704, M PA, 3: 25; Daniel H. Usner, Jr., “From African
Captivity to American Slavery: The Introduction o f Black Laborers to Colonial Louisiana” Louisiana
H istory 20 (1980): 25.
2 Gwendolyn Midlo Hall, Africans in C olonial Louisiana: The D evelopm ent o f A fro-Creole Culture in the
Eighteenth Century (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 1987), 57, 34.
;
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evident. Without a change in policy, the colonial venture was bound to fail if the colony
had no workers or food.
With the Indians unwilling to work the land for the French invaders and no
peasants to farm the soil, Louisiana officials solicited French slave trade companies to
send African slaves. In 1709 Nicolas La Salle, Louisiana's first commandantordonnateur, requested 200 Senegambian slaves for the colony. La Salle and other
administrators wanted to replace the Indian slaves “who only cause us trouble and from
whom we receive very little service since they are not appropriate for hard labor like the
blacks.”3 Ten years passed before the first shipment of slaves arrived in Louisiana. The
delay was likely due to John Law's reorganization of French trading companies. By 1712
ten black slaves had been brought to Louisiana, probably by merchants who were able to
trade with Caribbean islanders.4 Seven years later, the first shipment delivered 200 slaves
from Guinea.5 These African men and women came mostly from slave camps in Senegal
and were put to work on Louisiana plantations and in their masters' homes.6
The largest groups of slaves came to Louisiana's ports between 1719 and 1721,
when eight slave ships carried a total of 1,900 slaves. In all, slave ships brought almost
6,000 African people to work in the French colony between 1719 and 1731.7 The„first

3 Hall, A fricans in C olonial Louisiana, 57; Hubert to Council, October 26, 1717, MPA, 2: 247.
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4 Nancy M. Miller Surrey, The Com m erce o f Louisiana during the French Regime, 1 6 9 9 -1763, Studies in
History, Economics, and Public Law, vol. 71, no. l(N e w York: Columbia University, 1919): 160.
5 Hall, A fricans in C olonial Louisiana, 60.
6 Surrey, C om m erce o f Louisiana, 232.
7 Hall, A fricans in C olonial Louisiana, 58-60.
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census that included “Negroes” (with no indication of gender) was taken in November
1721. In New Orleans 533 African of both sexes slaves were tabulated, and 247; lived in
Mobile. In the same census, 682 European adults lived in New Orleans and 349
inhabited the fort at Mobile.8 By 1731, the plantations along the Mississippi River
counted 377 white men capable of bearing arms among 2,529 adult African slaves and
819 of their children.9 The 1731 census revealed a total African-to-white male population
ratio on the Com pany’s own plantations to be between 100:1 and 72:1.10 By the 1730s
the white population was clearly in the minority. The Africans' easy adjustment to the hot
climate and a more balanced sex ratio among Africans aided their ability to increase
naturally. As a result, Africans quickly surpassed the French in populating Louisiana.
The sheer number of slaves and the results of their labor on plantations and in the larger
settlements like New Orleans had a substantial impact on the success of the French
colony.
By 1719, colonists had experienced twenty years of social and cultural
difficulties intermixing with the natives. Colonial leaders on both sides of the
Atlantic did not want to repeat the social problems the colony had encountered
earlier with French men deserting to live with Indian female slaves and taking
them as concubines or wives.11 To avoid the potential problems of African-

8 Maduell, Census Tables, 16.
9Ibid., 113.
10 Marcel Giraud, A H istory o f French Louisiana, vol. 5, The Company o f the Indies, 1723-1731, trans.
Brian Pearce (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 1987), 188.
11 Mathe Allain, “Slave Policies in French Louisiana,” Louisiana H istory 21 (1980): 128; Carl A.
Brasseaux, “The Administration o f Slave Regulations in French Louisiana, 1724-1766,” Louisiana H istory
21 (1980): 148.
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French intermarriage, progeny, and its effects on the establishment of permanent
French settlements, the Council of the Navy invoked the C ode N oire. Written in
1685, this regulation was a paternalistic document aimed at the maintenance of
the French social hierarchy.12 The Black Code expected slaves to submit to the
orders of the master who governed all members of his family and household.13
Initially, the code was intended to be a series of bureaucratic measures to maintain
social order in France and the centralization of power in the monarchy.14
However, when the Superior Council in Louisiana enacted the Black Code in
1724, the council sought to impose seventeenth-century French social order and
hierarchy upon the colony.15
Furthermore, the code’s restrictions on free and enslaved blacks sought to prevent
slave rebellions. Black ownership of land, freedom of movement, and private meetings
were prohibited for slaves and frequently for free blacks as w ell.16 The Superior Council
cited one free woman, Jeannette, for “holding assemblies of slaves and servants, for.
supper.” The Council reprimanded her with an order not to repeat the offense or to face
the standard penalty.17 Leaders believed that assemblies such as the one Jeannette hosted
were planning sessions for rebellions. The fear of revolt involving both whites a n d ..

12 Allain, “Slave Policies in French Louisiana,” 127, 133.
13 Ibid., 1 3 2 -3 3 .
14 Ibid., 128.
15 Ibid., 128, 132; Usner, “ Introduction o f Black Laborers,” 37.
16 Allain, “Slave Policies in French Louisiana,” 132.
17 “Superior Council Records,” Louisiana H istorical Quarterly 17 (January 1934): 187.
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blacks prompted colonial leaders to institute the Black Code to maintain French social
order. The government wanted to keep the races separate so they would not live together
and marry, a situation leaders believed led to biracial conspiracies.

18

The French

government did not want former slaves and white colonists to build alliances in which
they might join forces to overthrow the colonial government. Furthermore, the Black
Code allowed the Superior Council of Louisiana to call on freedmen to testify in the
council’s chamber.19 Thus, freed slaves could testify against their brethren to reveal any
information known about possible slave rebellions. The white minority's fear of slave
insurrection motivated many of the Code's restrictions, which sought to confine the activities of slaves and freed blacks. French officials had witnessed revolts in Santo
Domingo and Martinique and did not want to have a rebellion in Louisiana. 20 France did
not have the money or the manpower to put down a revolt.
Some rubrics of the code provided a measure of security and freedom to the black
population in Louisiana, in part-through regulating white owners' actions. One article
prevented slave families from being separated when they belonged to the same master,
even though the code refused to recognize slave marriages.” Probate inventories of the
period suggest that masters followed this stipulation. Many estate documents indicate
that families were kept together.22 Furthermore, the code also established minimum

18 Daniel H. Usner, Jr., Indians, Settlers, and Slaves in a Frontier Exchange Economy: The L ower
M ississippi R iver Valley Before 1785 (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1992), 243.
19 Usner, “Introduction o f Black Laborers,” 39; Usner, Indians, Settlers, and Slaves, 235.
20 Allain, “Slave Policies in French Louisiana,” 134.
21 Ibid., 135.
22 Hall, A fricans in C olonial Louisiana, 168-69.
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standards for food and clothing which the master was obligated to provide." This article
of the code was difficult to enforce, since the Superior Council did not hear many „
complaints. Under the regulations of the code, some slaves were called to testify against
the abuses of whites. In addition, masters were also not to abuse slaves or to rape female
slaves and they were compelled to care for their slaves when the slaves became ill or
elderly. Seventeenth-century ideas of paternalism and social hierarchy required that the
masters accept some responsibility for their slaves.24
Because the Superior Council loosely enforced the code, both Louisiana settlers
and slaves ignored the regulations.- Slaves disregarded many of the restrictions on social
and religious activities. Slaves and whites lived together, intermarried, and had children.
Slaves also danced, held meetings, and did not attend regular religious services.25 Still
other slaves traveled in the colony without proper authority and were only occasionally
reprimanded. Moreover, some slaves ignored regulations that limited their commercial
activities. Some African women sold surplus foodstuffs in the markets and some slaves
sold livestock from their masters' farms and kept the profits for themselves. Survival for
both blacks and white Louisiana residents dictated the relaxation of legal regulations.
The Black Code in the colony was regarded as a loose framework of guidelines rather

23 Allain, “Slave Policies in French Louisiana,” 135; Brasseaux, “Administration o f Slave Regulations,”
141.
24 Brasseaux, “Administration o f Slave Regulations,” 141-42.
25 Ibid., 145-4 8 , passim .
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than an administrative rule of law. Colonists and slaves followed only the articles that
.
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seemed practical under Louisiana conditions.
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Despite a few freedoms, life for Africans under the Black Code involved hard
work, poor living conditions. Africans were expected to do the labor of colony-building
for the Louisiana settlers. The founding of New Orleans in 1718 created the need for all
types of workers. Unable to persuade qualified Europeans to come to Louisiana, the
French government sought skilled Africans who demonstrated skills needed to build a
permanent French settlement. 27 The Superior Council required thirty days of public
service from each slave before being sent to his or her master.28 Both male and female
slaves cleared land and built ditches to contain the Mississippi River. African men and
women were used to build roads, bridges, docks, and levees. Both sexes worked in the
brickyard, which supplied construction materials to build the prison, observatory, and
70

Ursuline convent." The Africans also cut trees and trimmed wood for buildings and
fences as well as cleared land. Tn addition, slaves built wharves and unloaded the
transport ships that docked at the city's port.30
Louisiana settlers found the Senegal Africans, particularly the Bambara people,
well-suited to farming the Mississippi River Valley. Bambara women brought skills in
26
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agriculture and stock raising that made them invaluable. The Bambaras came from the
fertile soil of natural prairies along the Senegal River, similar to Louisiana, where they
worked the fields in gangs to grow rice, corn, tobacco, indigo, and cotton.

31

The Africans

brought to Louisiana their knowledge of rice and other crop cultivation. Without the
Bambara knowledge of converting swamps to rice paddies, the Europeans probably
would have starved and the colony would have failed.
Traditionally, Bambara women were skilled farmers, providing their families with
much of their food. They cultivated tobacco and grew and threshed grains, such as rice,
corn, and millet. In addition to farming, the Bambaras were skilled cattlewomen. They
successfully raised sheep, fowl, and beef in Africa and subsequently in Louisiana.

The

women also made couscous and prepared other food and drink. Furthermore, Bambaran
women were responsible for the clothing their families. They spun cotton, dyed the
thread, and made clothes. The women also maintained their homes, cared for the
animals, collected the wood for-fires, and hauled the water. All of these essential skills
were lacking in Louisiana's white population, thus making African women necessary to
the establishment of the colony.
African slaves were significant to the success of many Louisiana plantations. One
of the most prosperous farms belonged to Claude Joseph Du Breuil, who came to
Louisiana in 1719 at the age of thirty with his wife and two sons, aged four and six. -By
1721, he owned 43 African slaves, 2 Indian slaves, and 2 French servants. They all

31 Hall, A fricans in Colonial Louisiana, 3 4 -3 6 , 39.
32 Ibid., 36.
33 Ibid., 36, 39.

worked a plantation near the Chapitoulas settlement on the Mississippi River. Among his
African and white slaves and servants were a carpenter, a tailor, and a joiner. These.........
artisans provided clothing and shelter for the master, his family, and the plantation.34 The
farmstead produced crops familiar to the Africans, such as rice and indigo. By 1746 Du
Breuil was one of the richest and most powerful men in Louisiana. He owned 500 slaves
and his holdings were nearly self-sufficient operations. His estate sale in 1758 included
many agricultural, construction, and cabinet-making tools, in addition to 188 slaves. Du
Breuil's slaves included 31 acknowledged couples, 93 single men, 73 unmarried women,
and 22 children.35 Although Du Breuil's success was exceptional, the work of his slaves
typified their importance in Louisiana.
Some African slave women possessed specialized skills that were needed in the
colony, particularly in the care of the sick and management of a household. African
women who were knowledgeable in herbal medicine acted as doctors and midwives on
isolated plantations. According to Fort Rosalie settler Simone du Pratz, a slave taught
him to “cure all illnesses which women are subject because the black women are no more
exempt than white wom en.”

Female Africans who could run a household were

especially desirable to colonists. In a 1724 petition to the Superior Council, two men _„„
sought to hire the same particularly hard-working African woman. Monsieur Fazende
wished to rent Margot, who belonged to the company and whom Monsieur Delorme had

34 Maduell, Census Tables, 21, 43.
35 Hall, Africans in C olonial Louisiana, 141.
36 Hall, Africans in C olonial Louisiana, 140; Simon Antoine LePage du Pratz, The H istory o f Louisiana... in l
Two Volumes London: t. Becket and P. A. DeHondt, 1763), 2: 260.
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used “to do heavy work of his kitchen in view of the fact that it is impossible to use white
men or-women . . . because of their laziness and . . . bad character.”

The records never :

revealed Margot's thoughts on her situation.
In addition to the physical labor the Africans performed, these women contributed
to the establishment of a colonial economy. In West Africa, women oversaw the
distribution of food among kin groups and therefore controlled the marketplace. In
Louisiana, slave women ran the kitchens of many white households and assumed the role
of food buyers and sellers in the markets of New Orleans and Mobile.” One historian
contends that African women were the most influential participants in the town markets,
as cooks to their masters' family. They were sent to buy and sell meat, vegetables, and
m ilk on behalf of their masters.

Participation in the economy as a representative of their

master's family gave some slave women the autonomy to control the food purchased and
sold for their white families. Furthermore, enslaved women cultivated their own rice,
beans, corn, and potatoes in small gardens solely for the purpose of selling the surplus in
New Orleans markets.40 While the Black Code intended to restrict travel and prevent
slaves from accumulating wealth or property, slackened obedience to the code allowed
these women to distribute food among the whites, grow their own produce, travel to
market to sell their wares, and participate in a familiar custom in their homeland. The
women's participation in the markets added to the fluidity of cultures mixing in th e —r

37 Excerpts from Superior Council Minutes, 1724, M PA, 3: 439.
38 Usner, Indians, Settlers, and Slaves, 201.
39 Ibid., 202.
40Ibid., 160-61.
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frontier society, as well as aided the internal economic growth of the colony. In the
markets, Africans, natives, and French, Swiss, and German settlers peddled meat, oil,
butter, cheese, fruits, and vegetables.41 The variety of people who sold their goods at
these markets created economic opportunities for many people and demonstrates one
example of openness in the frontier economy.
A comparison of trade practices involving Indian and African women shows
differences in transaction methods and in the types of merchandise exchanged. Trade
with Indian women occurred informally on the frontier. Their goods were traded in
Indian villages as part of the voyageurs' traffic in fur. Indian women were given
European goods, especially cloth, needles, and thread, in exchange for their pottery,
baskets, and food, such as corn, beans, and bear oil. The w om en’s involvement in the
French economy was important to the voyageurs’ survival but secondary to the frontier
fur trade. By comparison, the New Orleans markets were established places in which
African women dominated that economy. The barter economy on the frontier and imthe
larger settlements flourished until Louisiana developed into a single-crop plantation
economy in the 1760s. By this time, Indian exchange was negligible and African slaves
were restricted to working on their masters' plantations.42
The economic activity of another segment of the population, free black women, is
documented in the court records. These women had to abide by the Black Code, but they
were granted the right to appear before the Superior Council to collect debts or to defend

41 Ibid., 200.
42 Usner, Indians, Settlers, and Slaves, 19, 210.
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their business practices. A disgruntled customer took one free black businesswoman to
court for keeping the change. Cristina, a melon-seller, was allowed to tell her version of
events to the court. However, she was ordered to repay the wife of Belhumeur, who
allegedly had given a workman a note of 25 francs instead of a 5-franc note to purchase
fruit from Cristina. Apparently, the worker kept the 20 francs and would not repay
Madame Belhumeur. To resolve this case, Cristina was ordered to refund half of the
value of the disputed amount.43 This court case demonstrated that free women could
participate in the legal system and economy of colonial Louisiana.
The Superior Council minutes also recorded cases of free African women who were permitted to sell real estate and to act as merchants. Isabelle was very adept at
protecting her economic rights. She petitioned the Council for back payment of wages
from the estate of her former master and then employer, Jean-Baptiste Gon de
Chevannes.44 Isabelle also had purchased lot #95 on Rue Royalle in New Orleans, which
she sold to Sieur Du Breuil in 1739 for 600 livres.45 In another real estate transaction, Marianne called Chataulin, a free mulatto, purchased a piece of property measuring 60
feet by 120 feet that adjoined land she owned. This land had a frame house valued at
10,751 livres. In order to buy the additional property, Marianne had to mortgage all her
possessions.46 By registering the land transfer in the Council minutes, these women

43 “Superior Council Records,” Louisiana H istorical Quarterly 6 (October 1923): 665. (Hereafter cited as
La. Hist. Q.)
44 Ibid., 21 (October 1938): 1 2 45-46.
45 Ibid., 6 (April 1923): 310.
46 Ibid., 24 (April 1941): 5 8 1 -8 2 .
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guaranteed that no one could question their ownership. Because the women likely
understood their precarious social status, they knew the importance of having their
transactions publicly recorded and validated in the Superior Council minutes in order to
protect their property. As free black women, Isabelle and Marianne were able to acquire
and sell property in New Orleans without the assistance or permission of a white man.
These enterprises demonstrate how tightly French colonial government attempted to
control the blacks, while at the same time accepting their involvement in colonial society
and economy.
Superior Council records indicate that slave and free African women also
participated in the colonial legal system for cases of an African woman's emancipation. If
any question arose about an African woman's status, she could take her case before the
Council. Masters granted freedom upon their deaths for fidelity shown, especially during
wars against the Natchez and Chickasaw tribes, and for long and faithful service.47 For
example, in order to avoid confusion, Governor Bienville officially recorded that his
former slave, Genevieve Irisse, had been freed and could marry when the Capuchin
priests approved the union.

Hypolite, slave and probable mistress to Andre Chenet, and

her six-year old mulatto child, Isidore, were freed according to Chenet's will in 1762.49
Often slaves were freed for their service rendered to their masters. Franqoise and her son

47 Brasseaux, “Administration o f Slave Regulations,” 151.
48 “Superior Council Records,” La. Hist. Q. 11 (January 1928): 141.
49 Ibid., 23 (April 1940): 613.
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Jeannot were given their freedom upon the master's death, “in gratitude of the care given
him during his illness.”50
Protection under the law did not guarantee judicial fairness, as one woman's case
proved. Marion continually fought for her freedom. As a free mulatto, Marion sued the
estate of her former master, Sieur Ausseville, who allegedly granted her freedom and then
sold her back into slavery. In 1745, she was freed a second time and sought
compensation for back pay during the time she had worked as a slave and was legally
free.51 Unfortunately, the published Superior Council records do not reveal the outcome
of Marion's case. Nevertheless, the case demonstrates that freed women could seek relief
from some of the abuses they endured under the Black Code.
Jeannette's case illustrates the capricious nature of the judicial system for free
blacks in Louisiana. Jeannette gained her freedom on the condition that she had paid her
debts. Unfortunately, Jeannette's sister, Marguerite, owed Sieur St. Martin de Jauregibery
35 piastres. Because Marguerite-died before she repaid St. Martin, Jeannette was-held
accountable for her sister's debt. When Jeannette could not pay the white settler, he took
the woman to court. As a result, Jeannette was “condemned to be sold for misdeeds and
bad conduct.”52 This judgment showed how tenuously African women held their
freedom. The council could pass any verdict, and the women had to abide by the ruling.

50 Ibid., 13 (January 1930): 141.
51 Ibid. 13 (July 1930): 517.
52 Ibid. 18 (January 1935): 189.
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The lax enforcement of the Black Code allowed other abuses against slaves and
free blacks to go unchecked. .When the accusation of violence involved Africans; and
whites, the French could be given harsh penalties. However, the slight punishments of
the code did not prevent assaults on both male and female slaves in the chaotic frontier
colony. Two female slaves, Louison and Babet, slaves who worked at the Ursuline
convent in New Orleans, were working on the riverbank when a drunken soldier attacked
them with a bayonet and mortally wounded both. The soldier was condemned to three
years in the galleys and fined 500 livres.53
One of the worst cases of mistreatment involved a member of the Superior
Council, Sieur Ausseville. The councilor hired Jean LeRoy Charpentier to oversee his
slaves and plantation. One slave had complained to Ausseville about Charpentier’s rape
of women in the fields. For speaking out, the slave was later attacked and killed and his
wife severely beaten. Charpentier’s mismanagement of the property was not revealed
publicly until a white female servant complained to the Superior Council of the abuses
she witnessed. The servant, Aimee Courdres, told the council of the starvation of cattle,
long hours worked, poor food given to the slaves, and several abortions his beatings
induced. The Council examined Charpentier and permitted slaves to be admitted to the
trial proceedings. Charpentier was found liable for the damages he caused and was
ordered to leave Ausseville’s plantation and to pay 20,000 francs for damages. While the

53 “Superior Council Records,” La. Hist. Q. 21 (April 1938): 57 0 -7 3 ; Hall, Africans in Colonial Louisiana,
1 5 2 -5 3 .
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records do not indicate if Charpentier paid his debt, Ausseville was released of a
dangerous employee and the slaves were relieved of some their abuse and torment.54 ,,

The lesson learned from permitting interactions with the native women made
French officials cautious about introducing African slaves into Louisiana. Administrators
wanted to control social intermixing, forcing relations between French and Africans to be
economic, rather than amatory. For these reasons the Black Code was instituted in the
colony. Bui the regulations generally were disregarded out of practicality. Marital and
sexual relationships between black women and white men were mostly overlooked in
Louisiana because of the economic benefits the African women brought to the colony.
Although African women in Louisiana contributed much to the economic
development of the colony, their situation was difficult. All African women lived under a
white-dominated system that restricted, at times perniciously, their legal rights, personal
freedoms, and economic activities. Yet African women contributed their domestic and
agricultural skills to aid the expansion and development of the colony. African women
were active in the local market, their families, and, to some extent, the legal system in
Louisiana. African women were gardeners and cooks. They provided medical care to
black and white settlers. They built the basic facilities, such as streets, levees, wharves,
and government buildings, needed in the colony to establish New Orleans and Mobile.
Their fertility provided much of the work force needed to establish successful plantations.
Despite difficult living conditions, African women contributed their hard work and

34 “Superior Council Records,” La. Hist. Q. 4 (October 1921): 521; Ibid. 5 (January 1922): 89, 91-92^94;
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specialized skills to move the French colony toward a stronger settlement in the
Mississippi River Valley. Yet, this improvement of the colony at the hands of Africans ,.,
concerned government officials who did not want the colony to remain a settlement of
slaves.55 The desperate need for French women to establish the colony demanded action
from colonial directors.

33 Brasseaux, “Administration o f Slave Regulations,” 155-57.

CHAPTER THREE
THE PRESENCE OF EUROPEAN WOMEN, 1717-1763

Indian women lived in Louisiana long before the Europeans, and African women
were brought to the colony by the hundreds. White women, on the other hand, arrived
with other family members or with gangs of forced immigrants throughout the early
period of Louisiana's development. Before 1719, many of the women who arrived in the
colony came with their middle class, fortune-hunting families from a variety of ethnic
backgrounds: French, Canadian, Swiss, and German. Small groups of women were
brought to Louisiana as potential wives in the first two decades of settlement. Only two
ships with female passengers arrived in the colony before 1719. Those two ships brought
a total of thirty-five marriageable girls to the underpopulated colony. In all, very few
white women populated the colony, creating hardships for the men living in Louisiana.
During this period, the influence of European women in the development of the colony
was not significant, but it was mostly positive. Some of these women married, had
families, and brought a small measure of stability to the colony. However, these women
were not numerous enough to have a significant impact on the colonial population. In the
late 1710s, more aggressive efforts to increase the white population introduced large
numbers of forced female immigrants to the colony. By the 1720s, these new settlers
created many problems for the colony and forever altered the course of development in
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Louisiana. The few middle-class women were joined by hundreds of lower-class
criminals as well as a small convent of Ursuline nuns. This chapter examines the variety.
of European women who came to Louisiana and their involvement in the establishment of
a French presence in Louisiana. The experiences of these different women affected
Louisiana both positively and negatively.

Only twenty-seven French families and four farms were found by census-takers in
Louisiana in 1712.1 The permanence of the colony was still, elusive. Because of the
economic and social instability in French settlements, managers in Louisiana repeatedly
tried to convince French administrators to send more settlers. Still, colonial leaders were
hesitant to accept all immigrants after their experiences with the twelve girls Cadillac
escorted to Louisiana. Bienville’s lieutenant Duclos appealed to the Minister of the
Marine to reconsider sending unprepared colonists. Duclos suggested planning for these
immigrants by providing food, clothing, and shelter. He wrote that “it would be very
important to send here neither settlers or soldiers until the necessary and sufficient funds
have been provided in France and until orders for their subsistence in flour and meat have
been s e n t. . . .”2 Duclos and Bienville knew that the colony did not have a good
reputation at home. Administrators remarked that Louisiana was “a monster that has no
form of government.”3 The curate of Mobile called the French settlement “a wifeless

1 D ’Artaguette to Pontchartrain, September 8, 1712, MPA, 2: 73.
2 Duclos to Pontchartrain, Decem ber 25, 1715, MPA, 2: 208.
3 Minutes o f the Navy Council, September 1, 1716, MPA, 2: 219.
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colony of mistresses.”4 Lack of financial support, failure to increase the population, and
an underdeveloped economy brought financial and social chaos to Louisiana.
In 1717 Scotsman John Law assumed control of France's colonies, and Bienville
was reinstated as Louisiana's governor. Law was convinced that Louisiana's economic
potential could be realized if large, numbers of immigrants were sent to the colony to
exploit its resources.5 Upon Law's recommendation, France initiated an aggressive
immigration policy. Prisoners and mental patients were sent to Louisiana, swelling the
colony's population from about 400 to over 5,000 immigrants. By 1720, salt smugglers,
vagabonds, thieves, murderers, and prostitutes arrived in the colony.6 But Louisiana was
not equipped to receive an influx of unfit and dangerous people.
When Bienville was informed of France's intentions to send over forced
immigrants, he carefully responded to his patron. Bienville called Law's plan
“incontestably the finest in the world and the most advantageous for the colony.” But he
warned that the Company needed “to make a more careful selection of the people whom
we needed . . . [especially] farmers, carpenters, and joiners.”7 Bienville's commandantordonnateur Hubert further supported the governor's position, stating that “the land could
not be fully cultivated without some of these hard-working men and women accustomed

4Charles E. O ’Neill, Church and State in French C olonial Louisiana: P olicy and Politics, 1699-1732 (N ew
Haven: Yale University Press, 1966), 86.
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to the cares of the households.”8 Bienville's and Hubert's pleas were ignored. In the first
year of Law's company, the number of immigrants sent to the Gulf Coast was almost
twice the number of colonists. Bienville later complained that too many settlers had been
sent at one time, “as if we had been living in a developed country.”9
Even the Company’s administrator in Louisiana realized that his organization’s
policy was not successful. Charles Le Gac was sent in 1718 to oversee the Company of
the Indies’ business interests. He indicated that for two and a half years the company sent
- too many ships of immigrants and insufficient supplies for them.10 The burden on the ....
colony to feed and supply these forced immigrants consumed many goods in the colony.
As a result, the Company housed the imported prisoners on the coast until planters’
families could absorb the prisoners individually. Unfortunately, the settlers’ situations
did not improve at a pace that could accommodate these new arrivals. Many of these
detained immigrants starved to death in their temporary quarters. In late February 1720, ,
one ship brought ninety-six male and female prisoners of all ages to Biloxi, many of
whom died from starvation.11 By October 1720, the effects of Law’s immigration policy
were obvious to colonial leaders in Louisiana. The Company warehouse had no medicine

8 Hubert to Navy Council, October 26, 1717, M PA, 2: 2 3 2 -3 3 .
9 Memoir on Louisiana, 1726, MPA, 3: 523.
10 Im migration and War, Louisiana: 1718-1721 from the M em oir o f C harles Le Gac, ed. and trans., Glenn
R. Conrad, U. S. L. H istory Series N o .l (Lafayette, LA: University o f Southwestern Louisiana, 1970), iii,
13.
11 Ibid., 42.
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and very little food. Later that year the warehouse caught fire, adding to the colonists’
suffering and further slowing the colony’s growth.12
Many settlers in Louisiana also saw the difficulties created by sending forced
immigrants. A missionary priest in Illinois wrote of one settler who chose bachelorhood
over a difficult marriage. The settler told the priest (who related the story to his superior),
“You see Sir, that is the only thing that I now lack in order to make a strong establishment
in Louisiana is a certain article of furniture that one often repents having got and which I
..shall do withoutJike the others until as I have already had the honor of informing you the
company sends us girls who have at least some appearance of virtue.”13 The priest went
on to describe the undesirability of Law's female immigrants. “Officers and those who
hold any land cannot make up their minds to marry such girls who in addition to the bad
reputation that they bring from France give reason to fear that some also bring remnants
of infirmities of which they have imperfectly healed.”14 The social and economic
problems with Law's schemes were not fully understood in France by the early 1720s.
But settlers in the colony recognized the potential problems that Law's immigrants
created.
These female immigrants, who survived the detention camps, became a social and
financial burden to the colony. Unskilled, poorly supplied, and unable to care for
themselves, many of the women turned to prostitution as a way to earn money to buy

12 Ibid., 53, 55.
13 Chassin to Bobe, July 1722, M PA, 2: 279.
14 Chassin to Bobe, July 1722, M PA, 2: 274-275; Mathe Allain, “Manon Lescaut et ses Consoeurs: Women
in the Early French Period, 1700-1731,” in P roceedings o f the Fifth M eeting o f the French Colonial
H istorical Society, March 2 9 -A p ril 1, 1979 (Washington, D. C.: University Press o f America, 1980), 21.

needed goods. When this became unprofitable, these women petitioned the government
to grant them rations. Colonial officials feared that the women receiving aid would
bankrupt the colony. By 1723, Louisiana leaders complained to company directors that
these women “were useless mouths who do nothing but cause disorder.” The women
consumed food rations and spread the “pox” (syphilis) among the m en.15 Overtime, the
fear that women were a drain to colonization's mercantile efforts came true.16 These
women and their illegitimate children were consuming food intended for Company
workers; and they were not producing any commercial products or social improvement in
the colony. In an effort to control the “disorder,” the Superior Council sought to find
another source to care for the “many women and girls of a bad life.” Since the Company
of the Indies was not interested in screening immigrants to keep prostitutes out of
Louisiana, Company leaders looked to the men and later to the Ursuline nuns to care for
these women. According to one Louisiana bureaucrat, “these wenches become pregnant
and afterwards they will not give the names of the fathers of the children so that today the
Company is obliged to feed five or six nursing children whose fathers are not known.”
The Superior Council threatened corporal punishment of any mother who did not reveal
the names of the fathers, but the orders were summarily ignored and the council sought
the nuns' assistance in caring for the illegitimate children.17

15 D e la Chaise to Directors, 1723, M PA, 2: 3 1 5 -1 6 .
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The first shiploads of Law ’s forced immigrants brought forty women, mostly salt
smugglers as well as a few notorious criminals. The ship Les Deux Freres held three
felons: Marie Anne (or Manon) Fontaine, accused of fifteen murders and Marguerite
Valet and Marie-Anne Porcher, accused of theft and prostitution.18 Most of the female
convicts sent to Louisiana were accused of theft, violence, debauchery, prostitution, or
blasphemy.19 In addition, later shipments brought many belligerent middle-class girls to
Louisiana in the hopes of correcting their unacceptable behavior.20 These respectable
girls also createdTfouble For”administrators while contributing little to the development of
the colony. Considered as a group, these forced immigrants brought further chaos to
Louisiana. The extant records of the 1720s included more cases of assault and theft
involving women than in other decades. These cases are important in understanding the
reputation Louisiana developed as a settlement of social misfits. Such women only
strengthened the colony ’s reputation as lawless. They were not the desirable sort of
settlers that colonial administrators wanted in Louisiana.
Scandalous affairs were detailed in the court records and discussed in colonial
reports. Desperation and poor character were the typical explanations of officials for the
women's behavior. Madame Grandchamps developed a bad reputation among her
neighbors and officials. Like other deportees, the family of Madame Grandchamps sent
her to Louisiana in 1720 because she had become “incorrigible.” She was denigrated as

18 Marcel Giraud, L ’Epoque d eJoh n Law, 1 7 1 7 -1 7 2 0 , 261.
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“a pernicious spirit who could cut the throat of everybody.”21 This woman “yielded
herself to Sieur de Louboey,” for which she was banished to the French Caribbean
islands, hoping that in exile “perhaps she will be better behaved there than here.”22 Later,
she returned to Louisiana but she was removed a second time.23 Women such as Madame
Grandchamps obviously added to the image of Louisiana as a settlement of miscreants.
The lack of civil order and the presence of numerous criminals only
exacerbated the instability of early Louisiana society. Several women during Law's
—monopoly were accused o f assaults.- Fran^oise Martin, wife of forced immigrant
Antoine de Joye de la Goublaye, appeared before the Superior Council in 1728 to
complain of treatment she received from Marie Valette (more often called Vatel),
the wife of Jean Coupard. In February 1728, Vatel was warned to stop her “vexing,
ill-treatment” of Madame de la Goublaye under threat of corporal punishment. Six
months later, Vatel “rushed in like a fury . . . tearing Madame de la Goublaye's hair
and cuffing her until she bled,” for receiving the wrong change from a purchase.
She accused Madame de la Goublaye of provoking the attack. Witnesses were
called and a week later the Superior Council ruled in favor of Madame de la
Goublaye. Vatel was ordered to make amends before one of the councilors and

21 Pontchartrain and D ’Artaguette to the Directors o f the Company o f the Indies, November 2 ,1 7 2 7 , MPA,
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forbidden to misbehave in the future. She was fined 30 francs payable to the
hospital and 10 francs to the prison and imprisoned.24
The records do not reveal if Martin or Vatel were criminals who had been
deported to Louisiana. However, records suggest that the women and their
husbands were connected to Law's immigration efforts. Antoine de la Goublaye
came to Louisiana in 1721 to work on a concession. Court records indicated that
Marie Vatel had been married to Jacques Pasquier before the union with Coupard.
The Pasquiers, along with their son, came to Louisiana on a Law-sponsored vessel.....
in 1720.25 These w om en’s actions added a lawless element to an already-chaotic
colonial society. Their behavior indicated that they were not the desirable sort of
settler colonial administrators wanted in Louisiana.
In February 1726 the Superior Council heard the case of another woman for
assault. Two white male witnesses testified that Madame De Verteuil, the wife of a

. .. _

concessionaire, entered the warehouse where Sieur Du Buisson lodged and "threw herself
upon him with a fury, plucking his hair." One of the witnesses stated that her husband
had entered the same warehouse demanding wine and threatening to take an inventory of
Du Buisson's goods. The victim responded that no inventory could be taken without a ,
written order. Insults were exchanged, ending with Sieur De Verteuil grabbing Du
Buisson by the neck with the intention of strangling him.26 Madame De Verteuil's role in

24 “Superior Council Records,” La. Hist. Q. 4 (October 1921): 4 9 3 -9 6 . (Hereafter cited as La. Hist. Q .)
25 Carl Boyer III, ed., Ship P assen ger Lists: The South, 1 5 3 8 -1 8 2 5 (Boyer: Newhall, CA, 1979), 193;
“Superior Council Records,” La. Hist. Q. 5 (October 1922): 582.
26 “Superior Council Records,” La. Hist. Q. 3 (January 1920): 147.

the fracas is unclear and the outcome of the case was never disclosed. Yet her
willingness to commit assault suggests that her behavior was similar to that of other
forced immigrants.
Louise Soulande was certainly not the type of settler colonial officials sought for
Louisiana's improvement either. In 1728 she and her husband, Sieur Joffre dit La Liberte
were the subject of a complaint filed by Councilor of Vacant Estates Ausseviile. Because
of their “lawless depredations” upon lands they refused to surrender, Soulande and Joffre
were ordered to vacate the property. To spite the council, Madame Joffre demanded a
300-franc incentive “to restrain herself from cutting the throats of the cattle.”27 The
records again never told of the fate of the Joffres, the land, or the cattle.
Throughout the colonial period, price gouging and extortion were also common.
Government correspondence from Louisiana revealed corruption among leaders as well
as settlers. The graft extended from the lowest ranks of citizens to the colony's most
powerful residents. Severalw om en took advantage of the weak colonial government to
extort from fellow settlers. Madame Le Seuer, a cousin to Iberville and Bienville, acted
as a marchande publique. Her status as businesswoman was not illegal, but her business
practices raised the suspicions of government employees, who testified against her. The
prosecution stated that she received merchandise, such as brandy, linen, hats, shirts, and
shoes, at a reduced price from her cousin. Allegedly, she then sold the goods to
struggling colonists at a large profit.28 She was never reprimanded, perhaps because her
social position in Louisiana protected her from punishment.

27 “Superior Council Records,” La. Hist. Q. 4 (October 1921): 500.
28 Memoir by Sieur D ’Artaguette, February 25, 1708, MPA, 3: 78, 80, 108.
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During.Law's monopoly, corruption was found in all social classes. Mesdames
LaFlamande and LaChevalier were accused of the “extortionate sale of eggs” in 1724.
For their misdeeds, they were fined 100 livres, imprisoned for fifteen days, and expelled
from New Orleans.29 Expulsion for overcharging may seem extreme, but in eighteenthcentury Louisiana, people were struggling to survive. Stern punishment was deemed
necessary to attempt to control the corruption and ameliorate the hardship.
Despite laws prohibiting extortion, corruption continued in the colony after
Crozat's and Law's monopolies. Governor Vaudreuil, who replaced Bienville in 1742,
also took advantage of his government position. Provincial bureaucrats in the colony
informed the Minister of the Marine that Vaudreuil and his wife granted political favors
to their friends and that Madame Vaudreuil was “capable of lower commerce.” She
forced merchants to consign her goods at the price she set. She was accused of having
“all sorts of stu ff’ at her house which she and her butler sold. One official complained- ~
that the governor earned “a good revenue” from his wife's dealings.30 Madame Vaudreuil
was never indicted for her business practices; her position as governor's wife may have
sheltered her from prosecution. Under Law's direction of the colony, the continual drain on resources by newly
arrived criminals and additional bureaucrats slowed Louisiana's development. Even
though many of these women died shortly after embarkation, the constant need to bring

29 “Superior Council Records,” La. Hist. Q. 1 (January 1918): 248.
30 M ichel to Rouille, MPA: The French Dominion, 1701-1763. Rowland, Dunbar, A. G. Sanders, Patricia
Kay Galloway, eds. ( Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 1927-1984), 5: 9 9 -1 0 1 . (Hereafter
cited as M PA: FD.)
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over more women as replacements consumed valuable supplies.31 By 1725 the directors
of the Company of the Indies realized the mistake of forced immigrations. The desire to
“purge these vagabonds and especially of a number of women of a bad life” was constant
among officials in Louisiana.32 By 1725, the Superior Council openly expressed its
frustration with the Company’s policy of forced immigration. The Council wrote that it
would have preferred “having all the people [sent to Louisiana] by force returned to
France.”33 More than ten years passed before Law’s immigration policy undermined his
company. The company’s investments exceeded returns and it went bankrupt. Louisiana reverted to the Crown's authority in 1731.
Law's criminal immigrants may have been more notorious, but many wellbehaved, middle-class women came to the colony during Law's management. In order to
improve the quality of settlers brought to the colony, the Company of the Indies paid for
the passage of wives and children of company employees.34 These emigres made a
positive and more lasting impact on the development of Louisiana. Among the 1,215
women who came to Louisiana under the Company of the Indies, one scholar counted
only 160 female criminals.35 If only 160 of the 1,215 women were criminals, over 1,000
of Law's female immigrants were likely related to colonial bureaucrats, farmers, and

31 Allain, “Manon Lescaut et ses Consoeurs,” 19-20.
32 Council o f Louisiana to the Directors o f the Company o f the Indies, August 28, 1725, M PA, 2: 494.
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33 De la Chaise and Superior Council to the Directors o f the Company of the Indies, April 26, 1725, MPA,
2: 462.
34 Giraud, The Com pany o f the Indies, 261.
35 Allain, ‘N ot Worth a S traw ,’ 84; Allain, “L’Immigration Franqaise/’ 561.
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tradesmen who moved to Louisiana in anticipation of the growth of the colony under
Law.

Company policy attempted to bolster the middle class and to make the colony a

more stable society. Like other policies, the arrival of these administrators also hurt
Louisiana’s expansion. Too many managers and not enough workers created a
cumbersome bureaucracy in the colony. While these middle-class families settled in New
Orleans and expanded the city's population, the city was overrun with bureaucrats.
Bienville’s memoir on Louisiana hints at the problem of an abundance of managers in the
colony. “I f . . . instead of sending so many white men unsuited to endure the work of this
country, if instead of filling the concessions with so many managers, directors, assistant
directors, controllers, warehouse-keepers, bookkeepers, foremen, etc., whose wage and
food consume the funds of the concessions, [if the Company had] been satisfied with an
overseer and a few necessary workmen . . . had been employed in obtaining negroes, we
should now be deriving large interest from this money . . . .”36 Yet, the Company
continued to free grant passage to these employees.37 Repeatedly, colonial administrators
struggled to achieve a balance in the types settlers brought to the colony. The colony never seemed to receive the appropriate assistance in personnel or supplies at the time
when the colony needed it most.
While Governor Bienville disliked the number of bureaucrats in the colony, his' replacement saw some benefit in the presence of Company workers in Louisiana.

36 Memoir on Louisiana by Bienville, 1726, M PA, 3: 525.
37 D ’Artaguette to Pontchartrain, June 25, 1710, M PA, 2: 5 8 -5 9 .
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Governor Perier remarked that “the more respectable people that there are here the more
we shall live in peace and harmony.” Perier believed that bringing over Company
employee families improved the colony's reputation as well as “[attached] the workmen
to [the Company's] service and to that of the colony.”38
By the 1720s the colony supported a French population large enough to effect
changes in the colony. The Superior Council began to keep better records, which
suggests that the number of new settlers required a more thorough legal system. As a
result of more documented proceedings, the court files of the Superior Council noted
more Louisiana women's experiences. The published records of the Council cover 17171763. During this period, court cases involved over 700 women. The records suggest
that a more open judicial system was in place, allowing a variety of women's court
actions. Many of the women's cases involved the consent to contract marriage and other
family issues, such as inheritance, estate settlement, or the election of guardians for
minors. Debt settlements, purchases and sales, and business contracts were the financial
cases in which women typically appeared before the Council. Regardless of the type of
dispute, the court seemed to be open to all women— French, Canadian, religious, native,
and enslaved. The variety of court cases involving women reveal the realities of life in
eighteenth-century Louisiana.
French laws spelled out the legal rights of Louisiana women in marriage and
business. When Crozat assumed responsibility for Louisiana in 1712, the C o u tu m e d e , ...
P aris replaced martial law. The Coutume applied to all French subjects, male or female,

with the intent to guard the rights of people and property. The Superior Council, which

38 Perier and De la Chaise to the Drirectors o f the Company o f the Indies, April 22, 1727, M PA, 2: 540.-41.

sat in New Orleans, consisted of the governor, commissioner, attorney general, a notary,
and a council of appointed citizens, largely influential friends of those in power. The
Council held judicial power to administer the Coutume de Paris and other royal
legislation, to decide all controversies, and to register marriages, deaths, wills, powers of
attorney, and commercial agreements.39
One of the most carefully regulated aspects of the Coutume de Paris was marital
property, a commodity worth protecting in impoverished colonial Louisiana. The French
legal perception of marriage established a union of shared property that was controlled by
the dominant, or male, partner according to the parameters in the couple's marriage
contract.40 Women living under the Coutume were subject to Article 225, which
succinctly stated that “Le Mari est Seigneur ”— the husband is lord. Male superiority
derived from the French hierarchical world view in which women were expected to
assume an inferior role in the interest of social stability.41 The marriage contract
protected the individual property rights of the couple. However, because the wife gave up
her rights, the content of a contract advised the husband to “govern sagely and not pillage
[the jointly-held property called] the community to the deprivation of the wife.”42
Numerous safeguards existed within the agreement to protect the wife's property. If the

39 James D. Hardy, Jr., “The Superior Council in Colonial Louisiana,” in Frenchmen and French Ways in
the M ississippi Valley, ed. John Francis McDermott (Urbana: University o f Illinois Press, 1969), 8 7 -9 0 .
40 Vaughan Baker, Am os Simpson, and Mathe Allain, “‘Le Mari est Seigneur’: Marital Laws Governing
Women in French Louisiana,” in L ouisiana’s L egal H eritage, ed. Edward F. Haas (Pensacola: The Perdido
Bay Press, 1983), 8.
41 Ibid., 8 -1 0 .
42 Henry P. Dart, “Marriage Contracts o f French Colonial Louisiana,” La. Hist. Q. 17 (April 1934): 236.
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husband mismanaged the marital property, the Coutume allowed married women limited
legal action against their husbands. If her dowry were endangered, or if the husband
sought the sale of any property belonging to her portion of the community, the wife could
seek a court injunction against her husband. Furthermore, husband and wife could
maintain any individual property that remained unaffected by the marriage contract.43
Some contracts permitted the wife to renounce the community at her husband's death. If
the right of renunciation was included, the wife regained her contribution to the
community property, free from debt or judgment.44 The widow could take her clothing,
jewelry, and the furnishings of her chamber. Similarly, the widower could collect his
clothes, weapons, and other personal items with no punishment.45 With a careful
negotiation of the marriage contract, a wife could assert some influence and independence
in her marriage. In Louisiana, stipulations in marriage contracts provided a measure of
economic protection for many wives. For that reason, several widows appeared before
the Superior Council to contest-or to protect their contracts.
The case of Marguerite Broutin Rasteau demonstrates the importance of a
thorough marriage contract to protect the wife's property rights. Marguerite, the daughter
of the King's Engineer and member of the bureaucrat class, married the merchant Paul
Rasteau in 1747. Rasteau unexpectedly died in the first year of their marriage. The
Superior Council discovered that the merchant had excessive debts, for which the widow,

43 Baker, Simpson, and Allain, “Le Mari est Seigneur,” 1 0 -1 1 , 13.
44 Dart, “Marriage Contracts,” 241.
45 Ibid., 2 3 9 -4 0 .
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a minor at seventeen, was held accountable. With her father acting as guardian,
Marguerite wisely renounced her rights to the community property and Rasteau's estate,
claiming only her legal portion: her dowry, settlement, mourning apparel, and a pension.
As a result, the widow received 4,260 livres from the Rasteau estate, leaving the creditors
to battle over the remainder of the property.46 While the social hierarchy limited the
financial independence of wives, the law protected some women from crippling debt. In
Louisiana, which constantly struggled to prosper, these protected property rights kept
women from destitution and limited their reliance on government subsidies.
Petitions for marriage separations were the most common reason women appeared
before the Superior Council. Clearly, the marriage contract did not guarantee a happy or
cordial union. Between 1712 and 1763, the Council registered forty-three marriage
contracts and considered at least fourteen petitions for separation. In cases of proven
neglect or abuse, wives were permitted under the Coutume to seek two types of
separation: bed and board or property. Insanity or illness was not considered grounds for
separation.47 In Louisiana, marital abuses most often included the refusal to provide
necessities and the affliction of extremely cruel treatment. Court records describe one
marriage in which the husband hit his wife daily with a whip, knife, and stick. Another
wife was kicked, punched, and bruised “as black as a hat.”48 One frustrated husband,
whose wife disregarded her duties and spent her time with her mother, wanted to end his

46 “Superior Council Records,” La. Hist. Q. 19 (July 1936): 773, 775; Ibid., 20 (January 1937): 219.
47 Baker, Simpson, and Allain, “Le Mari est Seigneur,” 1 2 -1 3 .
48 “Superior Council Records,” La. Hist. Q. 22 (July 1939): 860; Ibid., 9 (January 1926): 137.
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marriage. He sought a dissolution of the marriage contract in order “to go to Paris and
make a marriage which will hold better than here.”49
The separation of the marital property of Pierre Manade and Louise Jousset de la
Loire illustrates a typical separation, despite taking twelve years to complete. Sieur
Manade and his wife were married in Mobile on March 10, 1720.50 The couple later
moved to a plantation on the Mississippi and then to New Orleans, during which time
they had no children.51 The first public signs of marital discord appeared on February 15,
1728, when Louise Jousset filed a petition complaining of her husband's “violent cruelty”
and “sundry acts of venial provocation.” Fearing for her safety, Louise Jousset requested
refuge at the Ursuline convent until the matter was settled.52
In his own defense, Manade objected “as far as he [could] protest” to his wife's
actions. In the end, he consented to the separation of property but not a separation of bed
and board, to which Madame Manade also agreed.53 The Superior Council required the
couple to produce inventories to ensure the correct division of the community property.
Upon the Council's orders, Pierre Manade curtly replied that the inventory was “not
necessary for the honor and reputation of the one and the other.” The Manades continued
to live together as husband and wife, and each became responsible for his and her own
property. However, Sieur Manade insisted on retaining his wife's dowry, on the grounds

49 Ibid., 19 (July 1936): 7 5 8 -5 9 .
50 Ibid., 4 (October 1921): 496.
51 Maduell, Census Tables, 24, 55, 90, 97.
52 “Superior Council Records,” La. Hist. Q. 4 (April 1921): 243.
53 Ibid., 4 (April 1921): 2 4 7 -4 8 ; Ibid., 7 (October 1924): 685.
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that he was “zealous for the general morals of matrimony.”54 Manade believed that if he
surrendered the dowry and granted the board allowance his wife wanted, “then plenty of
other wives might desert their husbands and live possibly in disorder.”55 He implied that
Louisiana wives were interested in financial benefit and social discord, not the sacrament
of marriage or social stability. By October 1728, the division of the Manades' community
was completed. Later, Louise encountered financial problems. She subsequently sought
payment from the couple who had purchased the Manade plantation. The Council ruled
that the land was Sieur Manade^s and not hers; therefore she had no claim to any ,
dividends from the sale of plantation.56 The Council records do not reveal any further
disputes or difficulties with this troubled couple. A peaceful coexistence between the two
may have been achieved.
The Manades' separation demonstrates how the French perceived marriage as both
a legal contract and a religious sacrament. The first could be dissolved through the
termination of the contract. The latter could not be broken and therefore a marriage was
never nullified completely. Although she was able to regain control of her property, she
was required to perform all other matrimonial duties. For women like Louise Manade, a
legal separation of property allowed some measure of financial protection from a
destructive husband.
Typically, a separation of property was declared before the wedding and
safeguarded the bride's property. A woman might wish to secure any property she

54 “Superior Council Records,” La. Hist. Q. 4 (October 1921): 484-89.
55 Ibid., 489.
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brought to the marriage to ensure her children an inheritance. Furthermore, a woman
sought protection perhaps because she felt that her future husband might spend her
property to pay off possible debts. Several women chose to maintain their separate
property and managed to accumulate sizable estates through their contracts' stipulations.
The dispensation of the Dargaray community was typical of how French property
laws were applied in Louisiana marriage contracts. In 1725 Pierre Dargaray and Gillette
Gautier announced their intention to marry. Eleven years later, Dargaray's death left his
wife with three children to support.. An inventory of the marriage’s community property
was ordered for the protection of the children's inheritances from creditors.57 Three
months after the inventory was taken, Gillette married Philippe Bouillerot. Their threeyear union resulted in one child but ended with Bouillerot's death. In the process of
probating Bouillerot's estate, the court records indicated that Gautier had maintained
separate property from her second husband. The Superior Council ordered widow
Bouillerot to produce inventories from both marriages, with the implication that the rights
of the children to their respective fathers' property were to be determined.58 The widow
probably did not become wealthy, but she protected the inheritance rights of her children
from their guardians’ control. According to the marriage contracts of her adult children,
Gillette Gautier later married a third man, Julien Ruellan.59 Throughout her marriages,
Gautier may have maintained her separate goods so that ownership of property and rights
to inheritances remained unquestionably clear to heirs and estate administrators.

57 “Superior Council Records,” La. Hist. Q. 8 (April 1925): 286.
58 “Superior Council Records,” La. Hist. Q. 8 (April 1925): 289; Ibid., 7 (April 1924): 362.
59 Ibid., 12 (April 1929): 312.
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Separate property in a marriage contract allowed Louisiana women some
independence, despite society's requirement that wives live as subjects to their husbands.
The clause for maintaining separate property gave wives the opportunity to act for
themselves in place of their husbands. Financial disaster, violent abuse, and protection of
property were the main reasons women sought separations. Under the Coutume, married
women could protect their physical health and their possessions but not their happiness.
In addition to protective marriage contracts and the right to file for separations,
the Coutume allowed women to draw up their own wills. These documents were another
way for wives and widows to protect their property from greedy creditors or family
members. The Council minutes recorded the wills of three women between 1718 and
1763. All of these documents were dictated as the women lay dying. The purpose of
waiting until the end of their lives was to guarantee that all distributive property was
included in the wills.

_

The first recorded woman's will appeared in the Superior Council minutes in
1718. Marie Grissot came to Louisiana on the Pelican in 1704. She was the first
midwife in the colony, and she lived at Fort Conde in Mobile. Marie gave her final
testament before the royal notary from her deathbed, with her witnesses present. First,
Grissot asked that money be given to the Church to pray for her. She named her
administrators, Andre Penicaut and Marie Linan Duman, who had joined Grissot on the Pelican's 1704 voyage. She requested that her administrators resolve any unsettled debts,

which she listed. Grissot's appointees were asked to administer her “movable and
immovable property proceeding from her labor and purchases,” until her great nephew
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came of age. Grissot directed that an inventory of her goods be taken and given to
Penicaut and Duman. Grissot further instructed that if Penicaut died, then widow Linan
Duman became the sole administrator. If Duman died before the estate settled, Grissot
requested that her property be divided between the poor and the Church.60
In addition to the standard provisions, Grissot took further steps to protect her
legacy. She realized that if widow Duman remarried, the Grissot property became part of
Duman's marital contribution and not inheritable by her nephew. If the widow remarried,
Grissot wanted a third administrator named to ensure that her estate was kept out o f
Duman's marital property and was “augm ented] and not diminishfed].” According to the
standard practice, her will was read back to her. Marie Grissot stated she wished this to
be her final will and testament, and her signature validated the oral statement.61 As a
woman with an estate, Grissot was careful in her selection of administrators as well as her
instructions to the court. Marie Grissot included safeguards to see that only her heir or
the poor benefited from her labors. Furthermore, Grissot’s appointment of another
woman as a third executor was unusual but acceptable to the Superior Council.
Anne Galbron Dubic drew up the second will found in the records. The dying
woman called the royal notary to the Ursuline convent where she lived and worked as a
yard woman. Unlike Grissot, who had property to bestow, Galbron had no personal
property. Dubic was “afraid that her relatives or heirs might trouble the . . . Ursulines
Nuns, in the belief that she had any personal belongings at the Convent.” In order to

60 Heloise H. Cruzat, “W ills o f the French Colonial Period in Louisiana,” La. Hist. Q. 8 (July 1925): 4 1 1 14.
61 Ibid.
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protect the nuns, Dubic declared that she had only “a little wearing apparel, and she
prayfed] the orphan girls to accept them.”62 The only repayment she could offer her
caretakers was an attempt to keep her family from bothering the Ursulines for property
that did not exist. Galbron's efforts to protect her guardians demonstrated the value of
any possessions in the colony's desperate economic state.
The Coutume gave women an instrument to guard their property as they wished.
Yet, in spite of the right to draw up a will, few Louisiana women wrote the documents.
One might expect that women who drew up a will were wealthy. In fact, Grissot had very..
little to bequeath and Dubic owned nothing of value. The only common denominator of
these two women was that they feared that their estates would be mismanaged. Colonial
women carefully made use of the legal instrument to protect their property from the
destruction of creditors or relatives. More important to the establishment of the colony,
the writing of wills was one indicator that French customs and laws were transferred to
the Louisiana frontier.
Married French women were given certain rights and protections under the law.
However, the French social hierarchy did not affect single and widowed women in the
same ways that it affected married women. Therefore, single and widowed women could
participate in society and in commerce more freely. These unmarried marchandes
publiques frequently conducted business, exchanged property, entered in contracts, and

collected debts. Most of the women were active commercially in order to survive on the .
frontier. Indeed, some of them remained independent and worked to improve their own --personal wealth, feeling no desire to marry. In a colony plagued with widespread poverty,

62 “Superior Council Records,” La. Hist. Q. 24 (July 1941): 8 3 6 -3 7 .
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the business activities of anyone, including Louisiana women, were welcome
contributions to mercantile efforts.
Some women who were active in the traditionally male public sphere sought the
legal protection of the Superior Council. In August 1738, Catherine Mouton Bonvillan,
widow of a soldier killed in an Indian campaign, petitioned the Superior Council to sell a
slave because “her husband [was] dead and the family [was] in distress.” Three days later
Catherine received 1,500 francs from the sale.63 Another destitute widow also sought the
Council's assistance. Marguerite Le Jeune, widow of cabinetmaker Joseph Antoine
Delatte, sought permission to sell a small lot and deteriorating house at 80 Rue de Conti
in New Orleans. She had left the house to live in Pointe Coupee and to support her seven
children.64 The deplorable economic condition of the colony was particularly difficult on
widows who had no source of income. As a result, many women resorted to the Superior
Council to provide means of support.
Madame Perrine Le Marie, widow de Morrieres, took advantage of her
widowhood to manage her financial business. In 1724 the widow petitioned various
debtors to pay her to avoid financial ruin. Madame Le Marie had supported her brotherin-law and his four children for the preceding nine years and she needed the income.65 In
pursuit of money, she filed numerous lawsuits with the Superior Council. First, she sued
the tutor of her brother-in-law's estate to gain possession of a parcel of land. She then

63 “Superior Council Records,” La. Hist. Q. 10 (January 1927): 113.
64 Ibid., 22 (January 1939): 233.
65 Ibid., 1 (January 1918): 249.

sued her employers, the Duvals, for back pay of 400 livres. According to court records,
the Duvals agreed to pay widow de Morrieres 1,500 livres when she and her family
arrived in Louisiana, of which she received only 1,100 livres. Her statement frankly
explained that “it is plain as day that 600 livres and 500 livres being 1,100 livres, there
still remains 400 livres due.”66 Eleven years later, the Council released the Duvals from
their mortgage. Presumably they had paid the widow.67 Widow de Morrieres used the
legal system to its fullest and persistently sought payment of debts owed to her to keep
her family from starvation.
French laws, property rights, and economic conditions in Louisiana combined to
give some women significant control of property. Elizabeth Real was a long-time
resident of the colony and the matron of a large family. She first appeared in the census
records of November 1721 as the wife of shipmaster Jean Pascal and the mother of two
children.68 After 1726 Elizabeth Real's first husband died, she married innkeeper Franqois Marin. By 1743 Marin also had died and Council records indicate that his
widow continued as the proprietor of the tavern. As a m archandepublique , Elizabeth
sought debts owed to her business. The Superior Council recorded one case in which
Philippe Renault owed Elizabeth 3,437 livres in colonial money and 1,736 livres in
French money for board and lodging. After pursuing the delinquent customer for six
months, she sought legal action against Renault.69 Another businesswoman, widow

66 Ibid., 3 (July 1920): 428.
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Belsaguy, operated a pitch and tar business, which provided the Company of the Indies
with several barrels of resin. Unfortunately, the barrels leaked and she could not
complete her order. The Company, however, had faith in the business and allowed the
widow to purchase slaves trained as coopers.70 Widows Marin and Belsaguy, as
m archandespubliques , took full advantage of their financial opportunities and legal

rights in Louisiana. They contributed to the mercantile efforts of the colony as well as
provided for their families.
Widows also made business deals to attempt to protect their personal interests.
For example, Louise Balivet returned to Louisiana to regain property from marital
community. Previously, Balivet had married Joseph Lazon and then left her husband to
return to France. Upon his death in 1734, she returned to Louisiana to claim her “rights
in [his] succession.” She liquidated all of the community's assets in Louisiana to pay off
her husband's debts and chose to. live in Louisiana on the remainder. She sold a house
and lot, valued at 1,200 livres for 200 livres, and renounced her portion of a business
venture to cover her deceased husband's debts. She then secured a 850-livre credit to buy
a house and its outbuildings.71 Balivet took advantage of her legal rights to property, but
she sold much of her property at a loss. Unfortunately, we do not know the complete
story of the Lazon marriage or of the widow's success during her second period of
residency in Louisiana. Despite her financial misfortunes, Balivet may have seized an
economic opportunity in the colony that she could not have had in France.
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The women of Louisiana were, for the most part, not aggressive entrepreneurs, but
some were active businesswomen. These women were not typical female settler, since
many married women remained in their traditional domestic sphere. Women who
became marchandes publiques , either out of necessity or desire, worked to support their
families or to improve their station. These exceptional women, while exercising their
rights, contributed in small ways, to the colony's economy. In the eyes of administrators,
marchandes publiques were not “useless mouths” that plagued the colony.

While some women were able to use their position to their own economic
advantage, others were victims of corruption and greed. In three cases, the husbands of
female servants sought their wives' back pay because the income belonged to the marriage
community. In 1727 Claude Himbert dit St. Laurent petitioned the Superior Council for
three years' wages owed to his wife, Therese LeCompte, from Sieur Coupillon.72 Two
years later, Antoine Rivard complained to the Superior Council that his wife's employer,
Sieur Voysin, drew 200 livres on her account for supplies. She did not receive the goods
and Sieur Rivard wanted Voysin to refund the difference.73 Marguerite Rousel came to
Louisiana as a dressmaker to the Company's concession in 1720. She married Henri
Gapayet and worked for Captain Duchesne, who owed her back wages. Gapayet went to
the Superior Council seeking five years' wages from the estate of his wife's employer.74
These women did not seek retribution for themselves; instead, their husbands, as
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managers of the marriage community, sought what belonged to the marriage community
property. For these women, the hierarchy of society weighed doubly. Employers cheated
the women out of wages that the wives had to surrender to their husbands.
Two other women successfully petitioned the Council for back wages for
themselves. Marie Le Tellier, a forced immigrant and maid servant, sought six months of
pay at 10 francs a month, as well as a silver pistole worth ten additional francs. Her
master, Sieur Lcf Sonde, was ordered to pay his servant.75 Marianne St. Aubin came to
Louisiana as a paid servant of Sieur Damaron and his wife. Marianne discovered that
Damaron hired her out to the Company for four times her negotiated salary, keeping the
difference for himself. The Superior Council ruled that Damaron had no right to
overcharge and ordered him to refund the profits to the Company and not to Marianne St.
Aubin.76 While St. Aubin never received her back wages, perhaps she felt vindicated for
exposing her employer in court. The records did not reveal what became of these women.
The impact of Law's short-sighted immigration policy affected the economy,
society, and legal system of Louisiana. The poor economy, social chaos, and ineffective
courts greatly slowed the development of Louisiana. The introduction of incompetent
men and women burdened the colony with economic and social circumstances which
nearly destroyed the colony. The general chaos also affected the behavior of middle- and
upper-class Louisiana women. These women influenced Church and other activities,
more socially acceptable places for eighteenth-century women to be assertive. Yet, in the
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anarchy of Louisiana, these women were more aggressive than they might have been in
France. During this period of the colony's development, even upper class women
contributed to the chaos in Louisiana.
Social class antagonisms rose when church pew selection began in Mobile in 1724
and New Orleans one year later. The colony's officers claimed that the first seats ought to
be reserved for their wives and not for other colonists' wives. A compromise was reached
in 1725 whereby military officers and their families sat on one side and administrative
councilors on the other, thus averting a power struggle between the two middle-class
groups.77 A similar debate also occurred in Mobile at the same time. In the summer of
1724, the engineer in residence at Mobile wrote that the new church building had been
constructed and the pews rented. Madame Trudeau, the wife of a Mobile carpenter, and
an in-law of a company cashier both wanted a closed pew. Madame complained to
Councilor Pery that it was not right that some got closed pews and others did not. _The
Father Superior replied to Madame Trudeau's outburst that a woman had more influence
than an honest man.78 Social boundaries were loose in the frontier settlements of
Louisiana. This condition allowed women to be more assertive than was acceptable in
France. More significant to the social development of the colony, this incident revealed
the establishment and clash of social classes, thus suggesting the development of French
society in Louisiana. By 1725, bureaucrats and their families formed the highest, most
powerful class. Farmers and artisans competed with military families, and all three

77 D e la Chaise and Four Concillors to the Council o f the Company o f the Indies, MPA, 2: 463.
78 Devin to Pauger, August 29, 1724, MPA 2: 3 8 8 -8 9 .
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groups sought to join the upper class. The pew dispute illustrated the emergence of class
antagonism in the struggling colony.79
A second event in the church further reveals the boldness of some upper-class
Louisiana women. A 1726 missionary report recounted a story of three women who
mocked the priest. Mesdames Fleuriau, Brusle, and Pery, all wives of Superior Council
members, “laughed and talked very immodestly at the beginning of mass.” The women
were reprimanded for their disrespect and finally were asked to leave the service. A
fourth female church member in the group impudently responded, “The Devil! I'm not
going out like that.”80 A marginal note in the colonial correspondence recommended that
the home government create a regulation stating that women had no rank. The
implication of the recommendation was that Louisiana women, while living in a lawless
frontier society, were to remain submissive to male domination in order to maintain the
social hierarchy found in traditional France. Despite these outbursts, these incidents
suggest that the presence of white women, especially from the middle class, was changing
the social climate of the colony. French social classes, marked by their competition,
evolved in Louisiana and women were significantly involved. As the middle-class
population became more concentrated in Louisiana, French culture and society was more
solidly established in the colony.
Nonetheless, several political and social conditions slowed the social development

79 Marcel Giraud, Years o f Transition, 1715-1717, vol. 2, A H istory o f French Louisiana, trans. Brian
Pearce (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 1993), 122-25.
80 Father Raphael to Abbe Raguet, Decem ber 28, 1726, MPA, 2: 530.
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of colonial Louisiana. Control of the colony was transferred three times in thirty years.
The constant shifts in leadership made social and economic stabilization difficult.
Twenty years after landing on the coast, only small settlements were established at
Mobile, Biloxi, and along the Mississippi River. At the time, New Orleans had just been
founded and could support the seat of government, a parish church, hospital, market and
port, and homes. The foundations of a stable population took twenty years to develop in
Louisiana. Even then, despite outward signs of stability, institutional problems persisted.
To report on continuing obstacles to Louisiana’s development, the king sent there
commandant-general Jacques De la Chaise. Among his observations, De la Chaise,
identified the administrative problem with the hospital as mismanagement under Surgeon
Major Pierre Manade. De la Chaise complained to the company's directors that Manade
had ignored his responsibility and cared “only of his pleasures.” Manade had a reputation
for living off his wife's money, which was probably the reason she requested a separation
of property. To overcome administrative chaos at the hospital, De la Chaise requested in
1723 that the Company of the Indies contract the Ursulines to take charge of the hospital
and to open a school.81 Ten Ursulines were selected from monasteries in Rouen, Havre,
Vannes, and elsewhere in France for the colonial assignment.82 With the women chosen,
French support garnered, and the construction of the convent begun, the Ursulines and
two Jesuits left France in late February 1727 and arrived in the colony six months later.

81 De la Chaise to the Directors o f the Company o f the Indies, September 6, 1723, M ississippi P rovicial
A rchives 2: 3 1 2 -1 3 .
82 “Relation du V oyage Des Premieres Ursulines a la Nouvelle Orleans et de leurs Etablissements en Cette
V ille. Par la Reverend Mere St. Augustin de Tranchepain, Superieure. A vec les lettres circulaires de ^
quelques unes de ses Soeurs, et de la dite Mere,” 1859, Microcard, no page number.

The nuns found that New Orleans was less than an ideal home. The convent was
unfinished and the colony's religious leaders disagreed on which priestly order was to
oversee the Ursulines.83 In addition, the hot, humid, mosquito-infested summer in New
Orleans was merciless: three of the nuns died. Despite these setbacks, the Ursulines
moved into a temporary home and went about fulfilling their obligations.84
The nuns, whose specialty and preference was teaching, reluctantly accepted their
hospital duties. The women found the hospital to be no better than “a stable or cow
barn.”85 The Ursulines did only what was necessary to care for their patients, preferring -'-:to open a school in New Orleans. Within three months of their arrival, they began to
teach Louisiana children and to accept boarders. By January 1728 they had admitted ten
boarders and several day students, with payments received mostly in kind. With the
school operating, officials hoped that young girls would remain in the colony and make
suitable wives for the colony's bachelors and good mothers.86 That the Ursulines were
successful in attracting students is indicated by the king's willingness to subsidize thirty
orphan girls at 150 livres each.87 Upon the 1731 retrocession of the colony to the crown,
the subsidy was threatened. However, Governor Perier lobbied the minister for the
funding to continue, “in order not to abandon children whose fathers and mothers have

83 Giraud, The Com pany o f the Indies, 304.
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84 “Relation du Voyage...ecrite aux Ursulines de France par la Premiere Superieure, la Mere St. Augustin,”
Microcard, no page number,
85 Giraud, The Company o f the Indies, 304.
86 Perier and Salmon to Maurepas, December 5, 1731, MPA: F D , 4: 94; King to Bienville and Salmon,
1732, MPA 3: 574-5.
87 Perier and De la Chaise to the Directors o f the Company of the Indies, November 3, 1728, MPA, 2: 601.
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been killed . . . . They are given a good education. That will make subjects [for the king]
who will be married off in the future, as has already been done.”88 The king agreed to
continue to support the Ursulines “because by giving these orphans the means of
becoming good mothers of families [the king] will prevent the disorders into which their
poverty might lead them.”89 The social improvement of the colony became the
responsibility of the nuns and their female students.
The Ursulines' success at providing the “means to become good mothers” was
realized in the quality of their orphan girls’ marriages. Marriage contracts for the period
following the Ursuline school's heyday revealed that some of the nuns' former students
overcame the stigma of orphanhood sans no dowry, to marry skilled artisans and other
working-class men. Catherine Marchand, who lived with the Ursulines, married New
Orleans tailor Louis Menard.90 As for Menard, he possessed a skill and was socially
well-placed as an artisan. If he was good at his craft, Menard may have provided well for _
his family. For middle-class bachelors, whose choices for wives were Indian women or
Law's immigrants, the educated young women were probably a welcome option.
In addition to teaching the white girls of the colony, the Ursulines instructed
native and slave girls. The Ursulines' curriculum for African and Indian students focused
on religious instruction and conversion. The Ursulines accepted both African and native
boarders and day students. The nuns charged the students for boarding only, regardless of

88 Perier and Salmon to Maurepas, December 5, 1731, MPA, 4: 93.
89 King to Bienville, February 2, 1732, M PA, 3: 574.
90 “Superior Council Records,” La. Hist. Q. 18 (October 1935): 983.
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race. Like their white classmates, African girls' fees were paid mostly in kind.91 Since
Africans, especially women, were participants in the local market, it is possible that
profits made by the mother in the sale of surplus produce paid for an African girl's
education. As African and native students grew in number at the convent, these children
were segregated. Besides conversion, the Ursulines' unprecedented educational system
introduced French ways to young Indian and African girls.92
The Ursuline nuns were asked to take on additional responsibilities in 1728.
Prompted by the nuns’ success with the school and orphanage, provincial leaders
approached the Company's directors to fund a “house of correction to p u t . . . the women
and girls of bad lives who [have caused] a public scandal.” Although plans called for the
female prison to be near the convent, eventually one room in the nuns' home became a
room to house the “scandalous” women. Interestingly, the Company did not finance the
endeavor. Instead, the room of correction was paid for with donations from Madame .
Dutisne, the wife of the commander of Fort Rosalie settlement at the Natchez Indian
village.93 Another important service the Ursulines provided women was a safe haven.
Numerous women filing for separation from their husbands sought refuge at the convent.
The wealthy wife of Pierre Manade sought a separation from her abusive husband; while
her case was pending, she stayed with the Ursulines, as did other women in distress.94

91 Giraud, The Com pany o f the Indies, 3 0 7 -0 8 , 311.
92 Ibid., 307.
93 Pontchartrain and D ’Artaguette to the Directors of the Company o f the Indies, November 2, 1727, MPA,
2: 560; Ibid., November 3, 1728, M PA, 2: 602; Memoir from the Council o f Louisiana to the Council o f the
Company o f the Indies, April 23, 1725, M PA, 2: 459.
94 “Superior Council Records,” La. Hist. Q. 4 (April 1921): 243.
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In addition to their religious and philanthropic contributions to the burgeoning
colony, the Ursulines also were involved in the local economy. With sixteen slaves and a
plantation on the Mississippi River, the Ursulines provided food to their wards, thus
saving the colony the expense. More directly, the nuns conducted various business deals,
contributing the growing economy in the colony. In December 1736, the Reverend
Mother Jean Melote de St. Andre and the convent's treasurer, Sister Bernard D'Aubigny
de St. Pierre, sold a thirty-five foot boat to Sieur Salmon for 410 livres.95
The Ursuline nuns were important to the stability of New Orleans and the whole
colony. They provided the colony with suitable young wives, a goal of the government
since the earliest settlements. The nuns educated women of all races and protected
women in need. They cared for the sick, abused, and orphaned. They were active
participants in the economy. Their presence in New Orleans gave the city an example of
moral and religious fortitude, qualities seemingly lacking in earlier chaotic times. This
convent of nuns left no small impression on life in Louisiana.

The change of immigration policy under John Law's monopoly brought many
undesirable women to the New World. Their lawlessness and lack of colonizing skills
only aggravated the existing chaos in the settlement. At the same time, Law's
immigration policies brought many middle- and upper-class women to Louisiana; These
women introduced French social and cultural behavior, including the application of
housewifery and acceptance of their position in French hierarchy and class systems.

95 Ibid., 8 (October 1925): 684.
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These women carried out their duties as helpmates, wives, and mothers and helped to
establish French culture in Louisiana.
The increase of Louisiana's population under Law's direction brought about many
changes to the colony in the expansion of society and commerce. The legal record
documented many ways in which women were involved in Louisiana. Women married,
separated, and gave birth. Many were the head of their households. They sought legal
protection of their property through wills and marriage contracts. They owned
businesses, ran plantations, and carried out land sales. Women were also deserters,——...™
extortionists, thieves, and assailants, as well as victims of crime and abuse. In addition, a
small cloister of Ursuline nuns upheld religious beliefs, educated many girls of all races
and provided health care and shelter for the orphaned, abused, and imprisoned. Despite
the chaos they brought to the colony, the women also brought a sense of French culture to
the colony. The white women of Louisiana were not from one location, class, o r .
educational level. Their experiences in Louisiana and their effects on the development of
the colony were not monolithic. In short, European women, regardless of ethnicity or
class, shaped the development of Louisiana in ways that both aided and hindered the
colony’s growth.

CONCLUSION

“You see Sir, that is the only thing that I now lack in order to make a strong
establishment in Louisiana is a certain article of furniture . . . -”1 The author of this
statement lamented metaphorically the scarcity of desirable women in Louisiana and
recognized the necessity of women to “establish” oneself, particularly in the wilderness .ofthe Mississippi River Valley. The use of the metaphor of women as furniture addresses
the function of women within the home where late-seventeenth- and early-eighteenthcentury French women filled the role of helpmates and servants. Just like a piece of
furniture, women were expected to perform the same function: to support and to comfort
men. This gender role was well understood in Louisiana, as well as in France. Women,
performing their expected roles, were desperately needed in French Louisiana to aid in
basic survival and the establishment of a stronghold of French settlement.2
Social chaos and economic failure characterized much of early colonial Louisiana
history. Administrators were never able to strike a balance in the types of settlers needed
in the colony. In the first settlements the lack of French women and peasants threatened
the survival of those settlers. As the colony developed, too many bureaucrats and useless
criminals ladened the colony with burdensome financial responsibilities. Looking back

1 Chassin to Bobe, July 1722, M PA, 2: 279.
2 Margaret Ripley W olfe, D aughters o f Canaan: A Saga o f Southern Women (Lexington: University Press
o f Kentucky, 1995), 2 9 -3 0 .

on his experience in Louisiana, Bienville blamed a lack of support from the French
government for the condition of the colony. In 1726 Bienville wrote that “[it] has been
indeed nearly 27 years since Louisiana was first inhabited by the French but nevertheless
it was for a very long time as if abandoned . . . . We were even then so far from being in
a position to sustain ourselves by our own efforts . . . . It was therefore only in 1718 that
serious thought was given to establishing Louisiana. We were sent then and in the
following years a prodigious number of white people all at the same time as if we had
been living in a developed country . . . .”3 Administrative incompetence in France and
personal greed in Louisiana doomed the colony to long periods of mismanagement and
suffering and added to the chaos of settlement.
The colonists' struggle for survival forced them to rely on Indian, African, and
European women. Native women saw the new settlers through a period of adjustment in
the New World. These women shared with the white men how to cultivate native c ro p s..
and how to build shelters to withstand the climate. The women also astonished many
European men with their civilized skills as potters, farmers, and seamstresses.
Furthermore, marriages between French men and Indian women sparked concerns of the
loss of men to the Indians. In turn, this situation made leaders acknowledge the need for
French women in the colony to establish French-influenced settlements. Indian women
saw the colony through its earliest struggles and helped the colonists begin to establish
permanent French settlements.
Despite the natives' assistance, the colonists were forced to turn to another source
of labor in African slaves to ensure the permanence of the colony. Forced to live under -

3Memoir on Louisiana by Bienville, 1726, MPA, 3: 523.
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the strict regulations of the Code N oire , African women worked the fields to produce
crops for food and for shipment to the mother country. African women also worked in
white men’s homes to provide food and clothing. The hands of these women built the
streets, bridges, levees, and docks of New Orleans and Mobile. The women actively
participated in the city markets as buyers and sellers, thus further sustaining the colonial
economy. In addition, African wom en’s fecundity was used to expand the slave labor
force in the colony. The hard work of freed and enslaved African women helped to bring
some economic viability to the colony.

.: ...... : • : .

Based on experience gained from previous colonial ventures, French officials
knew that the success of the colony ultimately depended on the inclusion of French
women to transmit French society and culture to the foreign settlements, where living
conditions created much toil, starvation, and death for all settlers. The need for
marriageable girls to stabilize and increase the colony's French population was obvious
to leaders in the Louisiana but not in France.
The French government rejected many requests for useful and industrious women.
Early in Louisiana's settlement, only the “Pelican girls” were able to marry and to settle
the men as Bienville had wanted. These women were responsible for giving birth to the
first Louisiana-born European families. Many of the? “Pelican girls” were the wives and
daughters of military personnel, bureaucrats, and merchants and made up the middle and
upper classes of Louisiana.
Other middle-class women came to Louisiana in the 1710s. They participated in
and thus helped to establish the French social hierarchy, legal system, and style of
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commerce, particularly as marchandes publiques. They brought the men in from Indian
settlements, married them, and gave birth to more settlers. They accepted Catholicism and
the application of the legal system based on property rights in Louisiana. Middle-class
white women were important to the transference of French culture to the Louisiana
frontier and for the establishment of an enduring society there. These women brought
with them French ideas of social class and hierarchy. Their presence provided some
social stability in the colony.
Other women, particularly the girls from the Baron de la Fauche and Law’s
forced immigrants, brought chaos and hardship to the colony. Their inability to adjust to
living conditions and their inability to marry only added to the economic and social
problems of the underdeveloped colony. The long-term impact of these women was
minimal due to their inability to survive on the Louisiana frontier.4 W ithout the
assistance of French women, Louisiana would have likely remained a string of poorly manned and inadequately supplied forts, living tenuously close to death. Farms and cities
likely would not have developed; certainly French families would never have settled in
the colony. French culture and social structure would not have been introduced into the
Franco-Indian colonial society. Despite the economic and social instability of the colony,
the basic foundations of Louisiana society depended on the work on Indian, African, and
European women.
The variety of wom en’s experiences expands our understanding of French
colonial Louisiana. These women were not homogeneous. Many were members of

4 Allain, “Manon Lescaut et ses Consoeurs: W omen in the Early French Period, 1700-1731,” in
P roceedings o f the Fifth M eeting o f the French C olonial H istorical Society, March 2 9 -A p ril 1, 1979
(Washington, D. C.: Univeristy Press o f America, 1980), 19-20.

numerous native and African tribes. European women came from France, Canada, Spain,
Germany, and Switzerland. They were middle and lower class as well as criminals. They
were wives and mothers, tavern keepers and plantation owners, weavers and field hands.
Yet, despite a wide variety of women, they were all important players in many aspects of
colonial life. These women married, separated, and protected property. They owned
businesses and committed crimes. They were victims of abuse and corruption. They
were free, servants, and slaves. They were single, married, widowed, young, and old.
They were Catholics, heretics, Muslims, and followers of tribal rituals. They fed, jciothed,
and gave birth to colonial families. They provided religious training, health care, and
homes. As hard-working sustainers of life, women were absolutely necessary to the
survival of Louisiana. Regardless of race, ethnic background, or religion, the women of
Louisiana shaped the colony in social and cultural ways that differed from the rough,
militant ways in which French men molded Louisiana society into a permanent

.

settlement. Louisiana women were much more than a “certain article of furniture,” much
tougher and ultimately more useful than a comfortable chair or a soft bed.
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